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Abstract
The thesis measures the performance of DRG classification system that serves as
inpatient care reimbursement system in the Czech Republic. Measurement is
performed via reduction of variance (𝑅2 ), i.e. the ability of DRG classes to explain the
variance of hospital length of stay (LOS) on various complexity levels within multiple
linear regression framework. It also studies the effects of other variables including
districts, types of hospitals, age and sex on LOS, employing (zero-truncated) negative
binomial models. A large, yet unused patient-level data set covering all hospitalizations
in 2011 is being exploited. Our results suggest that DRG system used in 2011
performed reasonably well, though there is enough room for further optimization. We
also found that university hospitals, narrowly specialized and large regional hospitals
tend to exhibit shorter LOS than other hospitals and each additional year of age and
being a woman have a positive effect on LOS.
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Abstrakt
Tato práce hodnotí výkonnost klasifikačního systému DRG, který slouží k úhradám
lůžkové péče v České republice. Hodnocení se provádí pomocí ukazatele redukce
variance (𝑅2 ), tj. schopnosti skupin DRG vysvětlit variabilitu délky hospitalizace na
různých úrovních komplexity v rámci mnohonásobné lineární regrese. Rovněž zkoumá
efekty dalších proměnných – okresů, typů nemocnic, věku a pohlaví na délku
hospitalizace za použití negativně binomických modelů. Využívá rozsáhlého, dosud
nevyužitého souboru dat na úrovni pacientů zahrnujícího veškeré hospitalizace v roce
2011. Výsledky poukazují, že DRG systém využívaný v roce 2011 má rozumnou
výkonnost, ačkoli existuje prostor pro další optimalizaci. Bylo rovněž zjištěno, že
fakultní nemocnice, úzce specializované a velké krajské nemocnice vykazují kratší
délku hospitalizace než ostatní nemocnice; a že s rostoucím věkem a v případě žen
roste délka hospitalizace.
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Motivation:
With ever-increasing costs of health care services the need for better quality and efficiency
of the system and healthcare accessibility is on the rise. The idea that people get the
comparable healthcare services within one state has been long rebuted, yet the causes and
ramifications have not been clearly defined. The issue of geographic variation in healthcare
costs has been subject to much research in the last two decades, yet in the Central and
Eastern Europe the little has been done in this regard.
Most of the research has been done in the US focusing on the Medicare program (Gottlieb
et al., 2010). Recently, OECD started to conduct the comparable analyses of the OECD
countries (Corallo et al., 2014). As they stated, the medical practice variation can be
approached either within the country or between the countries. Also, only 50% of the studies
cover the whole country.
As Martin & Smith (1994) pointed out, when the hospital cost data is missing or inaccessible,
the length of stay becomes one of the main benchmarks for measuring the inpatient
inefficiency. Given the fixed quality of hospital care, the reduced length of hospital stay can
then lead to savings and higher efficiency of hospital care. Moreover, it is one of the
measures that help approximate the resource use and for a certain span of care and also
as an indicator of homogeneity. (Commonwealth Department of Human Services and
Health, 1995). Studying the factors determining the LOS can also convey helpful information
on evaluating the quality of DRG (diagnostic related group) classifications and also
increased efficiency, as Liu et al. (2001) argues. Therefore, we want to submit the LOS in
the Czech Republic to the rigorous analysis, which has never been done before.
Several analyses directed to LOS have been undertaken. These analyses study carefully
the factors that determine the healthcare costs, e.g. Gaugham et al. (2012) who studied if it
is patient characteristics and the type and quality of the care they receive that determines
the costs. They also studied the relation to the respective hospital. The same applies to
Martin & Smith (1994) who investigated patient, local policy and hospital effects. We will do
our analysis in the same fashion.

The theme of studying the variation in LOS in the Czech Republic thus reflects the
recent tendencies enhanced by OECD in Europe.
Hypotheses:
1. Hypothesis #1: Variation in LOS is significantly explained by patient characteristics
(Gaugham et al., 2012).
2. Hypothesis #2: Ratio between 1st and 5th quintile in quantile regression is
approximately 50% (Zuckerman et al., 2010).
3. Hypothesis #3: After accounting for demographic and baseline health measures
that ratio dropped by at least 20% (Zuckermann et al., 2010).
Methodology:
The first step of my analysis is the collection of primary studies. We will examine all studies
pertaining to medical practice variation in the LOS., e.g. Gaugham et al. (2012), Liu et al.
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(2001) etc. We will obtain the data from the Ministry of Health hospitalizations on an
individual level. We may additionally search for other data in the Czech Statistical Bureau.
Many comparable studies work only with summary statistics which is not sufficient, because
they do not examine the cause and effect relationships. If the determinants are known, then
they may be eliminated. Therefore, we will employ more rigorous methods. However, when
studying the medical practice variation, we run into the problem of endogeneity, because
some of the variables may well be correlated to the error term. The first studies used OLS,
then more advanced techniques that overcome the problem of endogeneity were
developed. An innovative approach of Zuckermann et al. (2010) is one of these techniques.
He combined quantile regression with OLS. First, he constructed a model that included only
quintile dummy variables of the explained variable – it will be LOS in our case. One of the
quintile coefficients serves as a reference quintile. The remaining four coefficients portray
the precise difference between themselves and the reference quintile in terms of money
average. Consequently, we will be adding the individual level socioeconomic, health and
demographic variables and observe how the coefficients of quintile dummy variables
change.
First, we will construct the quantile regression where the explained variable will be the length
of stay. Second, we will consecutively add individual-level explanatory variables to the
simple model. We will thus estimate the series of multivariate-regression models. These
additional variables will represent social, demographic and environmental factors. With each
variable we will observe how the coefficients of the quantile regression change, this change
represents the amount of the original geographic variance that is explained by the added
variables. The coefficients of the quantile dichotomous variables stand for the amount of
unexplained geographic variation. We will be interested first and foremost in these
dichotomous variables, since they represent the amount of unwarranted variation, not only
their magnitude, but also their ratios will be of our interest. Pourhoseingholi et al. (2009)
confirmed the preference of quantile regression over linear one for the LOS for patients with
gastrointestinal tract cancers.
The standard test for the endogeneity of the LOS will be undertaken. Several authors
studying the hospital LOS handle the possible endogeneity problem by implementing the
two-stage least squares multi-level approach. This was introduced by Hox (1995), Snijders
and Bosker (1999) and Leyland and Groenewegen (2003). We assume, that the hospital
LOS is influenced by physicians or hospitals. Multilevel analysis enables to decompose the
LOS into multiple parts – between patients differences, between physicians differences and
between hospitals or regions differences. This method was used by researchers who
investigated the medical practice variation in hospital LOS, e.g. Martin & Smith (1994), de
Jong et al. (2006) or Gaughan et al. (2012).
In stage one, we will study fixed effects to study which patient-level variables explain
variations. In stage two we will run the regression of the fixed effects from stage one against
a group of hospital characteristics. Because the multiplicative model will be employed, the
coefficients can be interpreted as elasticities. Liu et al.(2001) and Lee et al. (2003) detected
the positive skewness in the distribution of LOS. Lee suggests to use the median regression
over the mean one to analyze the clustered and positively skewed LOS. Liu uses one-way
ANOVA to determine the variation of LOS between category groups. To handle skewness,
Lim & Tongkumchum (2009) used logistic regression and linear regression on the natural
logarithm of LOS.

We will try to experiment with the aforementioned methods and try to find other
ones to thoroughly exploit the potential of the dataset.
Expected Contribution:
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The main contribution will consist in empirical analysis of the hospitalizations in the CR.
Employing multiple methods will yield different results, thus providing a multifold points of
view on this subject. I will use a large, yet unexplored set of data of hospitalizations in the
Czech Republic. The dataset has not yet been published, so it will be a new exploitation.
The dataset covers lengths of individual hospitalizations, type of healthcare provider, and
some patient characteristics, e.g. age, gender, region of residence, diagnosis etc. I expect
to determine the factors that explain the variation of the LOS within Czech Republic.
Conducting an analysis on an individual level will be an unique exploit whose results could
help policymakers with their decisions. Comparing the results of various methods provides
an interesting summary overview of the factors affecting the hospital LOS.
Outline:
1. Motivation: Studying medical practice variation has been a burning issue in recent
decades. There are many studies dealing with Medical Practice Variation in
general and some that focus on LOS. Hardly any cover the whole land, especially
in Central and Eastern Europe. Analyzing individual-level hospitalizations for the
whole Czech Republic thus contributes to the ongoing debate.
2. Literature review of medical practice variation: I will briefly describe how people
measure it in various settings, careful attention will be devoted to the studies
dealing with hospital LOS.
3. Data: I will explain how I will measure the variation on our data with the focus on
LOS.
4. Methods: I will explain several methods how to analyze the medical practice
variation, highlighting the expanded quantile regression and multilevel analysis,
endogeneity and other tests.
5. Results: I will discuss my baseline regressions and compare the results of all the
used methods.
Conclusion: I will sum up my results and make suggestions for policymakers and future
research.
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1. INTRODUCTION
There has been a major shift in selection and utilization of hospital payment
systems in recent decades. Developments in technology and dramatic health care costs
surge after introducing the Medicare program in the US in the 1960s initiated an
evaluation and investigation of hospital production as a whole. This resulted in
developing the diagnosis-related group (DRG) system that was first implemented in
the US in 1983. Since then, several DRG systems have been developed and refined and
the process still continues. Ever-increasing number of countries worldwide have
adopted DRG systems as a payment system used to reimburse hospitals for their
services. (Busse et al., 2011; Kožený et al., 2010).
DRG systems have been perfected and constructed, inter alia, for the purpose
of classifying patients into a manageable number of homogeneous cases. The quality
of DRG systems and their ability to predict variation in outcome variables, i.e. hospital
costs and length of stay (LOS), have been subject to much research.
Since 2003, the International Refined DRG (IR-DRG) version has been
cultivated and implemented in the Czech environment, though testing of a localized
DRG version dates back to 1996 (Kožený et al., 2010).
The aim of our thesis is twofold: first, to measure the performance of the IRDRG version (measured using length of stay – LOS) used in the Czech Republic (CR)
in 2011 calendar year. This will be measured by reduction of variance coefficient that
determines the share of variation that a DRG system explains (Averill et al., 1998; Liu
et al. (2001); Kožený et al., 2010). This is done at various levels of refinement (i.e.
various levels of particularity or details) and also using both pure DRGs and other
explanatory1 variables available (districts, age, sex and hospital types). We also
examine whether differentiating the cases into various severity levels is reasonable, i.e.
whether cases classified into classes with more complications and comorbidities are
characterized by higher LOS.

1

We use the terms “explanatory variable”, “independent variable” and “predictor” interchangeably
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Second, we want to evaluate the effects of these additional explanatory
variables on LOS. For both purposes, multiple linear regression is employed, as a vast
body of literature suggests. Moreover, negative binomial (NB) regression and zerotruncated NB regression will be run as alternatives. We will also investigate further
issues, e.g. whether large regional and university hospitals tend to concentrate the care,
whether regional capitals feature higher LOS, whether various data trimming methods
suggested by literature improve the efficiency of reduction of variance etc.
Analyses will be conducted using a large, yet for these purposes unexplored
data set on an individual, patient-level for the whole year of 2011 provided by the
Ministry of Health in the CR. Data set covers all the hospitalization cases in the CR in
that year. Analyses will be unique in that they cover all hospitals in the country, not
only a single one (Liu et al., 2001) or a small healthcare network (Shulan & Gao, 2015).
The present thesis contributes greatly to the current literature as it measures the
performance of the DRG system at various complexity levels, studies the separate
effects of severity subclasses, tests some data trimming methods and the effects of other
explanatory variables on length of stay. To our knowledge, no such studies were
conducted. Moreover, it adds to the theme of regional variation.
The thesis is structured in a following way: the second chapter attempts to
provide a review of relevant papers pertaining to hospitalizations and medical practice
variation (MPV). The third chapter describes diagnostic related groups, classification
and payment systems and related issues, as well as implementation of diagnostic
related group (DRG) classification system into the Czech environment. Chapter four
develops the cornerstone analyses, chapter five presents the results and their
interpretations, and sets out a more detailed overview of other, non-DRG factors,
chapter six closes with discussion and conclusion.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
This thesis primarily deals with measuring the efficiency of DRG classification
systems and with other determinants influencing patients’ length of stay. Further, it
touches on the topic of health care disparities on regional and district levels (medical
practice variation). The first part of this chapter is therefore dedicated to studies
pertaining to hospitalizations and DRG systems evaluation. Second part offers an
insight into a highly complex field of medical practice variation (MPV).

2.1 Hospitalizations and DRG systems performance
measurement
Hospitalizations are one of the two main hospital outcomes (besides costs)
analyzed when evaluating the hospital production.The approaches to measure the LOS
vary as well as data sets – sometimes an analysis is made only in one hospital, a few
hospitals, a smaller or larger area. Here we summarize several studies on this subject.
Eibich & Ziebarth (2014) use individual-level data for individual
hospitalizations and ambulatory physician visits, acquired by German Socio-Economic
Panel Study. They work with 54 362 observations. They find the length of stay per
capita ranges between 1.05 and 2.73 and variation across states amounts up to 2.7.
They confirm a considerable variation on the national federal state level exists, namely,
greater for the hospitalizations than the physicians’ visits.
They find the above- national average LOS in the states of the former East
Germany, as well as lower average number of physician visits. They attribute this
finding to the under Communism worsened living conditions, e.g. environmental
pollution, worse nourishment, etc. They state inpatient care reflects the outpatient one.
Authors then develop a large econometric model in an attempt to include socioeconomic aspects on an individual level. Doing that, however, removes all their
variation between geographical units.
In a similar vein, Martin & Smith (1994) examined the LOS in the acute care
in England. The authors note that with LOS, two processes are connected: first, to
receive a patient and, second, to make funds available. These processes take place
independently of each other. Both of these factors will thus interactively influence
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every study of the LOS. Martin & Smith (1994) also comment on the two major sources
of variation in the LOS found in the international research papers: patient features and
hospital features. Inordinate numbers of studies have investigated determinants on both
sides. Moreover, Burns & Wholey (1991) also confirmed that physician characteristics
significantly influence the LOS (and mortality). The data set that Martin & Smith
(1994) used, covered 4 985 small areas of approximately 10 000 residents. The actual
average inpatient stay was 4.48 days, but authors created their own standardized LOS,
the share of the actual LOS to anticipated one. With regard to age, authors separated
the group aged 65 and older with an average LOS of 7.55 days. The authors
incorporated an extensive range of social and demographic indicators, as well as health
care supply, regional and economic determinants. Multiplicative model using
logarithmized variables was employed, gradually eliminating the insignificant ones. At
first, the authors computed correlations between the explained variable LOS and other
explanatory variables. The writers then proceeded to apply two-stage least squares to
get rid of the endogeneity between waiting time and supply variables, as also suggested
by other authors. Authors identified significant determinants of LOS: self-assessed
health status and poverty. These components are seemingly significant predictors of
variance on expenses. Authors also show that the care beyond the scope of their
National Health Service, such as family care or nursing and residential homes influence
are negatively associated with LOS. They also found that long waiting periods work as
an incentive for LOS reductions and higher health care spending might negatively
affect LOS. Finally, authors express wish to carry out an analysis on an individual
level. Overall, the authors state that range of LOS determinants is extensive which
requires complex solutions and remind that prolonged waiting times for operations
incentivize shorter LOS.
Pourhoseingholi et al. (2009) compared linear and quantile regressions to find
the more eligible method for analysis of LOS. The authors use data set covering the
episodes of gastrointestinal cancer in Tehran, Iran, where it ranks the highest
prevalence by men and second highest for women. They point out the positive
skewness of LOS, as one of the aforementioned authors already did. For this reason,
the normality assumption does not hold, rendering linear regression ineffective in favor
of quantile regression. All types of cancer related to digestive system for the years
2005-6 were accounted, number of observations equaled 2 674. Additionally, other
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socio-economic variables, i.e. domicile, gender, age and the cancer category. Both of
the examined models were employed. OLS regression yielded only the cancer category
as a significant determinant of LOS. Scant 7% of variation was explained by the OLS
regression. The authors conclude that employing quantile regression yields more
appropriate results where linear regression fails due to substantial skewness, not to
mention incorporating patient features.
Lim et al. (2009) analyzed the LOS for patients that passed away in Southern
Thailand between 2000 and 2003. This study is mentioned as the representative of the
studies researching the LOS of patients who deceased in hospital. Authors worked with
41 134 cases of death. They performed both logistic regression and linear regression
with logarithmized LOS. Other factors were taken into account, i.e. diagnosis, size of
the clinic and its location, of course age and gender as well. Some of these variables
were pooled into 1026 categories. Both linear and logistic model yielded similar
results. Obviously, LOS was found to be positively predicted by age. Region-wise,
small-scale hospitals demonstrated on average short LOS, while bigger hospitals
indicated longer average LOS.
Liu et al., (2001) investigated to what extent Australian National Diagnostic
Related Groups (AN-DRG) classification and other determinants impact LOS in a big,
metropolitan teaching hospital located in Western Australia. Exploring that, they also
want to evaluate the appropriateness of the DRG system they use. They employed these
variables: “age, gender, ethnic group, source of referral, payment classification,
admission type, physicians, and DRGs” (p. 64) and studied their relevance and
significance for explaining the variation in LOS. The authors worked with 4589
observations. They log-transformed the LOS due to its skewed distribution to
normalize the data and performed multiple regression. The mean LOS was 4.62 days.
Specialty of the doctor responsible for each discharge at the set was entered. The
following table depicts seven specializations with the highest number of patient
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discharges. We can assume an obvious correlation between the doctor specialty and
patient diagnosis.

Table 1: Percent of discharged episodes and GM LOS classified by Specialty of doctor at time of
discharge

Source: Liu et al., 2001

To identify the effects of individual DRGs, the authors incorporated each DRG
as a dummy (binary) variable. “The results show that age, ethnic group, gender, three
payment classifications, thirteen different kinds of DRGs, six doctor specialty groups,
and two sources of referral could significantly explain overall 37.6% of variation in
mean length of stay when all other variables were controlled.”(p.68). 13% of the total
variation was accounted for by the DRG major affective disorder. Age was
significantly explaining the LOS with a positive sign and lied behind 5% of total
variation, whereas gender constituted only 0.13% of the variation. In the following
table we can observe the significant predictors of the LOS with their partial correlation.
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Table 2: Significant predictors from the multiple regression

Source: Liu et al., 2001

To summarize, the authors of this study discovered that of the total variation in
hospitalization, 37.6% was accounted for by the model, of which DRGs amounted to
30%. The inability of DRGs to explain more of the variation of the LOS is attributed
to the level of intra-DRG homogeneity. Interesting enough, the LOS of patients of
Aboriginal origin was longer, it may be for geographic reasons – it is more expensive
to travel to and from more distant areas from which only more seriously ill patients are
being transported to the teaching hospitals.
Kulinskaya et al. (2005) studied which determinants affect LOS and which
statistical tool is better for analyzing LOS. They used the data from the National Health
Service of the UK covering the years 1997-1998 and 1998-1999 for the Nervous
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System. Authors rightly point out that outliers are typically present, which, unless
removed, may adversely influence 95% of the ones that do not fall into a regular
pattern. They also draw a clear distinction between outliers and extreme values, saying
that outlying values belong to a different population. They also suggest logtransforming the data to obtain ‘near normal’ distribution, added to that they suggest
using Box-Cox transformation. Authors suggest using the 1.5 times interquartile range
rule for trimming the data. The authors also touch on the issue of heteroskedasticity of
LOS. They employ two statistical methods – General Linear Model and Truncated
Maximum Likelihood. The authors remark that excluding outliers in the logtransformed data set yields better results than doing so on untransformed data. They
find age, partly sex, discharge destination and admission methods as significant
determinants of LOS. Of the two methods, they prefer robust Truncated Maximum
Likelihood models.
Street et al. (2012) brought the heterogeneity of the DRG classification systems
into focus. They analyzed costs or LOS of ten conditions called episodes of care in ten
European countries, separately (EuroDRG project). They rightly remark that costs
serve as a better indicator of resource allocation, but add that they are contingent upon
the mechanism used to determine them and are not always available. For those cases
LOS serves well, not to mention it is delineated directly and clearly. Authors use
hierarchical linear model since they had data both on the patient and hospital level at
their disposal. They also have variables on “demographic, diagnostic, treatment and
quality information” (p.11). They use DRGs as dummy variables for every episode of
care. They also incorporate age, gender and comorbidities (dummies for two severity
levels).
Busse et al. (2012) promotes the idea of creating a unified European DRG
classification system rather than developing one for each individual country.
Malki et al. (2002) researched several indicators (including LOS) pertaining to
patients with preserved and decreased left ventricular systolic function and comparing
these groups. Authors log-transformed the LOS data due to its skewness and performed
the one-way ANOVA to determine the differences between the groups. They found
that the LOS and readmission rates did not differ significantly between the two focus
groups.
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Huang et al. (2006) studied the determinants influencing LOS for patients
suffering from community-acquired pneumonia. LOS had the form of dummy variable
(if LOS exceeded seven days or not) as well as a quantitative variable (in days).
Authors used logistic regression and multiple linear regression, respectively. Due to its
skewed nature, they log-transformed the LOS. They used “demographic
characteristics,

symptoms,

medical

history,

antibiotic

use

and

in-hospital

complications” as explanatory variables (p.320). Among many other factors found, age
and presence of comorbidity were contributing to higher LOS.
Carek et al. (2008) investigated the costs and LOS of three kinds of inpatient
within one community hospital, namely community, teaching and primary care
physician services. Authors used linear regression and included factors as age, sex,
14 DRGs, ethnic group and severity of illness. When these factors were accounted for
both the LOS and costs (fixed and variable), patients admitted to family medicine
teaching service featured significantly shorter LOS than patients in the other two types
of care. The authors are aware that their conclusions are not easily generalized due to
location, varying physicians’ training and different statistical tools feasible.
Shulan & Gao (2015) examined the factors influencing LOS, too. They did so
on a data set of 8718 observations from a healthcare network in upstate New York.
Authors compared five methods for analyzing LOS available and preferred negative
binomial regression. Authors found that racial and income differences do not affect
LOS, while marital status does (single people were prone to stay longer in hospital by
22% than married people). Also patients under Medicare program featured longer LOS
than those privately insured.
.

2.2 Medical practice variation
As we deal in our study with regional disparities to some extent, we add several
articles regarding medical practice variation.
The subject of this field of study was triggered by the pioneering paper of James
Alison Glover in 1938, who investigated the different tonsillectomy procedures rates
among regions in the UK. By that time, the reasons behind these regional discrepancies
could not be explained. (Mercuri & Gafni, 2011). He found the rate of tonsillectomy
varied more than four times in various British school districts.
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The seminal paper of John Wennberg (coauthored with Alan Gittelsohn) –
Small Area Variations in Health Care Delivery – ushered in a whole new era of
research; it was a cornerstone of a new foundation for a new discipline that was being
created. This field of study attracted vast masses of scientific body – medical scientists,
sociologists, epidemiologists, public health scientists and economists committed to
study Small Area Variations in the ensuing forty years (Eibich & Ziebarth, 2014). In
the early 1970s, some regulatory measures concerning expenses and other resources in
health care, were taken into force. This raised concerns about the equity of resource
allocation. Authors investigated the variations for the state of Vermont. They split the
state into 13 catchment areas. They focus on variations in use of healthcare resources
(i.e. bed rates and manpower), expenditures and utilization. Subsequently, more
detailed summary of these areas’ variations follows. They detected an astounding
variation in the usage of health care and expenditures, yet it appeared to be negatively
correlated with health improvements or features of the care. Some variations found
were striking, e.g. hospitalizations of specific diagnoses in some regions were ten times
higher than in others. This fundamental paper initiated the creation of the Dartmouth
Research Group that composed very comprehensible and instrumental piece of
research – Dartmouth Atlas of Health Care in the United States (Wennberg, 1998).
Medical practice variation reflects the often ignored fact that a degree of medical care
people receive is largely contingent upon the country and region they inhabit. The
vexed questions whether high use is caused by performing redundant actions or low
use is due to unsatisfactory health care provision, remains unanswered. A certain
portion of the substantial variation cannot be explained by variable patients’
preferences or miscellaneous morbidities. This unexplained variation is often called
unwarranted. (OECD website). Wennberg was the first to identify unwarranted
variation, because they exist neither due to the character nor the seriousness of the
disease, nor due to patients’ characteristics (Mercuri & Gafni, 2011).
There have been some attempts to explain observed practice variations.
Wennberg suggested the supplier-induced demand as one of the explanations. It
basically says physicians and hospitals produce an artificial demand by performing
various redundant treatments so as to generate more gains. It is no easy task to confirm
that, because patient preferences have to be separated from the often unobserved doctor
incentives (Eibich & Ziebarth, 2014).
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Another approach explores practice styles which is an established way of using
medical practice. Folland & Stano (1989) thoroughly examined whether practice style
determines geographical variations and conclude that generally it does not. Molitor
(2014) finds that environment and physician-specific factors affect the doctor’s style,
the impact of environment is at minimum double. More specifically, 1% change in
work environment yields the 2/3% change in a manner of physician conduct.
Epstein & Nicholson (2009) find that variation in practice style of physicians
performing caesarean section within markets is about two times greater than between
markets.
Last, but not least, determinants on the demand side that differ across regions
(e.g. cultural customs, opportunity costs, salary or preferences) may play a role. Moore
(1985) operated with demand in his commentary, however, most of the literature
focuses on supply side factors since this demand is difficult to quantify (Eibich &
Ziebarth, 2014).
Recently, investigators detected practice variations in different reference levels
– not only among regions, but also among different teams of doctors and doctors of
comparable expertise. Literature does not provide a clear hint regarding what identifies
practice variation, whether it be a statistical significance, minimal spread etc. Mercuri
& Gafni (2011) submitted the literature on practice variations to analysis and searched
for definitions of unwarranted variation. They point out to what Richards & Lilford
(2009) found, namely, that some of the variations occur for good reasons and only
those adversely affecting medical practice ought to be eliminated.
Mercuri & Gafni (2011) remark that proper groundwork for the unwarranted
variation should include (i) a scientific foundation (theoretical framework) that defends
involvement or exclusion of single determinants and make clear whether their use is
appropriate or not, (ii) distinctly describe and explicate each determinant proposed to
explain the variation, (iii) specify how each determinant is to be quantified. They
discovered some measure of consensus as to what pattern unwarranted variation should
follow: “Variations in the uptake of therapies accepted to be most effective is generally
considered unwarranted” (p. 673).
An incorrect specification of factors that are (un)warranted may have
detrimental effect should policymakers intervene in favor of reducing the detected
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variation, what is more, they can thus eradicate variation whose occurrence is favorable
(Mercuri & Gafni, 2011).
Similar approach was adopted by Corallo et al. (2014), who examined the peerreviewed papers (totaling 836) with regard to medical practice variation within OECD
members. In line with grey literature, they confirmed vast differences among
geographical areas, hospitals and doctor practices in vast majority of illnesses and
processes. Authors also highlighted that theoretical framework was missing in
numerous studies. Variation was proven to exist not only across regions, but also across
diagnoses.
“Physician visits, hospitalizations, intensive care unit (ICU) admissions, and
diagnostic imaging services” (Corallo et al., 2014, p.6) are determinants whose
incidence depends on local supply. The authors stress the significance of MPV research
that should be supplied with more money. Hand in hand with physicians and
policymakers does the continual examination of determinants influencing MPV have a
potential to enhance effectiveness of health services (Corallo et al., 2014).
Gottlieb et al. (2009) also follow from work of Dartmouth Institute of Health
Care Policy and the Medicare Payment Advisory Commission. The authors use 306
HRRs for which they calculate price- and non-price-adjusted expenses. Regional
characteristics as age, gender and ethnic origin were also accounted for. The aim of
their analysis was to explore whether price adjustment affects geographical differences
with reference to health care expenditures. The main finding is that even after
accounting for different levels of prices in individual regions, geographical differences
remained mostly unaffected. Some moderate changes occurred, though. Additionally,
authors point to the fact that more expensive regions are that costly due to identical
causes, some of them have teaching status or unsymmetrical portion of underprivileged
patients.
Similarly, Zhang et al. (2012) investigated variation even within HRRs – in
hospital service areas (HSAs), while using data on prescription drugs and medical
payments. In their data set, they separated patients aged 65 and older and those
hospitalized for at least one year to avoid biases in their results. They employed
individual-level ordinary least squares (OLS) regression for the analysis. Firstly, they
calculated the share of 75th to the 25th percentile and relative standard deviation and
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secondly, they studied the level HSAs of the comparable costs bundled inside HRRs.
The proportion of 75th percentile to 25th percentile equaled 1.21. As for the clutters,
a considerable deflection was found. Lots of HSAs with low-costs are situated in the
high-costs HRRs and vice versa, lots of high-expenditure HSAs are situated in the lowexpenditure HRRs. Zhang et al. (2012) remark that looking at bigger geographical units
may have certain benefits – these units encompass homogeneous groups of patients,
however, heterogeneity at more local level can thus be concealed. To sum up, Zhang
et al. (2012) came to interesting conclusions: targeting the units with highest costs in
an effort to diminish spending may not succeed because at more local level the
heterogeneity can exist.
Sutherland et al. (2009) reminds us that even nowadays there are skeptics
reasoning it is impossible to rein in spending simply because there are relatively more
sick than healthy patients. Further, the authors comment on that argument saying health
is only one of the causes of MPV,
Figure 1: Proportion of Higher Regional Medicare
Spending Attributable to Differences in Race, Income,

though significant. Price-adjusted

Health Factors, and Regional Factors

data on Medicare spending were
used. Graphically, authors show that
self-reported

health

status

and

degree of poverty influence health
care expenditures. Nevertheless, on
the

following

diagram

they

demonstrate that health and wealth
of the patients account for only a
minor part in differences. As can
be seen in the picture, health and
income in the 5th quintile covers only
30% of the spending differences.
Source: Sutherland et al. (2009)

That refutes the assertion that health

and wealth play a major role in justifying the existing variations in spending. The
authors recognize the importance of health status in relation to health care spending
but they also stress the importance of geographical customs or practice; in some regions
the physicians are simply more prone to hospitalize the patients, whereas in others they
tend to keep them in home care. It is also suggested that part of the work be transformed
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into electronic or telephonic contact since it is less costly. These measures are costly
and currently not presently refunded. The whole system thus needs to be remodeled for
doctors not to be handicapped in exchange for enhancing the efficiency of the system.
The conclusion of the article heads towards advocating a substantial reform of the
American health services system. In Europe, despite operating in a different setting,
we should be up to preparing and implementing drastic reforms as well, provided we
want to sustain the current standard of public health care.
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3 Diagnosis-Related Groups (DRG)
In this chapter we touch on various topics regarding hospital payment systems
in general, Czech health care system, provide more details about the DRG system, its
evolution and implementation into Czech practice.

3.1 Types of hospital payment systems
Generally speaking, hospital payment systems serve two major purposes: they
are to prompt the suppliers of hospital services to take good care of those who need it
and to do it on a satisfactory level. They should do it adequately and excellently. The
system should lead to optimization of the healthcare services – best outcome with
minimal administrative burdening and maximal clarity. (Busse, 2012).
Before the DRG system was introduced, two reimbursement systems were
used: fee-for-service payments and global budgets. The pros (+) and cons (-) of these
systems are pictured in the following table (0 denotes neutral or unclear):

Table 3: Hospital payment systems and their theoretical advantages and disadvantages

Source: Geissler et al., 2011, based on Barnum et al. (1995) and WHO (2000)
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Fee-for-service (FFS)
This system was used in the US and a few countries in Europe and was based
on the aggregate of fees for single parts of the procedure. The hospitals found this
system equitable and viable, for their expenses were met, including some mark-up.
This system causes inefficiencies, though, because it incentivizes hospitals to provide
avoidable and extra services. Furthermore, this system is administratively very
demanding, because one has to keep track of current prices and records of all used
articles (Busse et al., 2011).

Global budgets
This system was prevailing in Europe prior to the adoption of DRG-based
reimbursement systems. The idea was to provide hospitals with a limited amount of
money for given undertakings and time period. Nevertheless, this may cause hospitals
to not provide the healthcare supply in a satisfactory manner (Busse et al., 2011).

DRG systems
The previous two approaches are on the opposite sides of the spectrum – feefor-service payments motivate hospitals to ‘overprovide’, while global budgets
stimulate them to ‘underprovide’. These and other reasons rendered the DRG-based
hospital payment systems more appealing. Although “theoretically, DRG-based
payments provide strong incentives to increase the number of cases treated and to
reduce the number of services per case” (Busse et al., 2011, p.15).

3.2 Diagnosis-Related Groups
Diagnosis-Related Group (DRG) system classifies acute inpatient care cases
into individual DRGs based on their clinical and resource use similarities. The groups
are set up on the basis of both clinical principles determining clinically similar cases,
and statistical principles defining statistically similar cases, allowing for costs
comparisons. Computer software (grouper) processes input data about a hospitalization
and using some algorithms classifies cases into Major Diagnostic Categories (based on
organ similarities, least complex level), DRG bases (middle level) and DRGs (most
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complex), i.e DRG bases subdivided into severity levels conditional on the degree of
complications and comorbidities (mostly 2-4 levels) (Kožený et al., 2010).
One of the features DRG classifications possess is the resource use
homogeneity of hospitalization cases classified into one group, so they can be adopted
as reimbursement systems as well, that is why they gained in worldwide popularity.
Simply put, a hospital is given a fixed payment attributed to each DRG group
(Štrosová, 2015).
Next, we provide an explanation of a few key terms used in this text.
Casemix – is a collection of hospitalization cases (hospitalized patients).
DRG stands for “diagnosis-related group”. DRGs are classification systems
that classify cases into groups with similar diagnosis and resource use. There are
usually three levels inherent in a DRG: Major Diagnostic Categories (MDC),
DRG bases and Complications & Comorbidities (CC). DRGs are emerging globally as
a tool for hospital services reimbursement (Busse et al., 2011). Often coded with fivecharacter codes.
Major Diagnostic Categories (MDC) – the first level of DRG classification,
groups diagnoses in relation to organs. Often denoted by first two digits in a code.
DRG bases – middle level of DRG classification. Often denoted by first four
digits in a code.
Complications & Comorbidities (CC) – other issues arising during
(complications) or before hospitalization (comorbidity). It is a third level of
classification. Often there are three (severity) levels (subclasses): no CCs, with CCs,
with major CCs (MCC). In some systems there are two levels, in some four, some are
without limitations (Busse et al., 2011). Characterized by a last digit in a code.
Unless stated otherwise, taken from Kožený et al., (2010).
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3.3 Czech Health Care System
In the Czech Republic, the Health Care system rests on Statutory (Social)
Health Insurance (SHI) obliging every citizen to contribute to the health insurance
fund, seven of such exist to the present day. “The funds are quasi-public, self-governing
bodies that act as payers and purchasers of care.” (OECD, 2014, p.173). The largest
fund is The General Health Insurance Fund (in Czech “Všeobecná zdravotní
pojišťovna”, VZP). The Ministry of Health serves as a health care system policy-maker
and supervisor. The regions (“kraje”) play a vital role in registering health care
suppliers, the health insurance funds signing the deals with them. Citizens can
voluntarily opt for one of these funds as well as health-care providers. The funds are
legally obliged to receive all eligible applicants (i.e. citizens and permanent residents
in the CR). The contributions to SHI are compulsory, made up of a share of salary or
income. Employers, employees and entrepreneurs are all bound to contribute. (OECD,
2014).
The general approachability is enshrined in the law on public health insurance.
In addition to wage contributions, funds are also drawn from general taxation and outof-pocket expenses. Sickness and other monetary benefits are not reimbursed from
SHI, but from the social security system (OECD, 2014).
Recently, some attempts were made to boost efficiency of health services: user
fees, diagnostic related groups (DRG) system implementation and reorganization of
the public health management, as well as entrusting patients a whole array of policy
tools.
The system of reimbursements is built on certain payment mechanisms,
primarily capped fee-for-service payments, payments for case contingent on DRGs,
individual contracts and general budgets. We now have a closer look at each of the
mechanisms.
Two payment systems existed in the 1990s and 2000s as far as hospitals are
concerned. The system was built on FFS, payments by the day and global budgets,
which took over the system in 2004. Concerns about the health care rationing were
raised. Great many changes occurred in the following years as the system was not
always well arranged. Four payment schemes had coexisted from 2004 until 2011 when
fixed payments were put in practice in amount of 98% of 2009 value. In 2012 the
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payment mechanism consisted again of four above mentioned payment schemes, but
eventually DRGs dominated other schemes and became the leading payment
mechanism for inpatient health services. (OECD, 2014).
The utilization of DRGs is in practice in many countries, globally. The National
Reference Centre established and was annually renewing the Czech groups, however,
in 2014 The Institute of Health Information and Statistics of the Czech Republic took
over and has been since further developing the DRG classification system in the CR
(DRG Restart, 2016). The base rate is computed from the underlying data provided by
twelve model hospitals on a yearly basis. The base sets the weights upon which the
payments are calculated. To avoid massive deviations from the past revenues, floors
and ceilings were created.
There is also a room for entering into a contract of health care supplier with
health insurance funds. These pertain to a few specifically defined services listed in the
annual Reimbursement Directive.
Capped fee-for-service payments (capitation) have been utilized in the same
way for both hospital and non-hospital outpatient care since 2009.
The meaning of Global budgets diminished as the importance of DRGs soared
in the past years. (OECD, 2014).
Physicians can carry out their activities as “private or public providers of
services”, but either way is financed from public funds through health insurance funds.
General Practitioners work mostly as self-employed and do not necessarily come into
first contact with patients, because they can see a specialist straight away (OECD,
2014, p.173).
“Specialists working in hospitals are paid on a salary basis. Specialists who are
self-employed are remunerated by a capped fee-for-service (FFS), whereas selfemployed general practitioners (GPs) are remunerated by a capitation fee that is risk
adjusted, which includes age and information on prior utilization of health care
services, but a small portion of their remuneration comes from a capped FFS”
(Bryndová et al., 2009; OECD Health Systems Characteristics Survey, 2012, cited in
OECD, 2014, p.173).
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3.4 Brief history of DRGs
The genesis of DRG system was tightly related to certain socio-economic
conditions in society and experiencing scientific and technological progress. First
efforts to classify casemix, made by Florence Nightingale date back to the 1852
(Kožený et al., 2010).
As Dr. Codman pronounced in the early 1900s, the need for unified hospital
outcomes reporting exists for the sake of comparison and improving efficiency. The
ever-increasing costs of healthcare after introducing the Medicare Program in 1965
(annual increments of 15%) stimulated research and development in this area. The US
Professor Robert Fetter of Yale University picked up the threads of Codman’s work
and entered into a two-decade process of deep exploration of hospital performance.
DRG system, back then called ‘prospective payment system’, was first used by the
Medicare Program in 1983 in the US. Originally, the DRG served as a tool for
managers helping them run hospitals, later its utilization covered the healthcare costs
and reimbursements (Busse et al., 2011; Kožený et al., 2010).
Mayes (2007, p.1) termed it “the single most influential postwar innovation in
medical financing” and adds that this unbalanced the “political and economic power
between the providers of medical care (hospitals and physicians) and those who paid
for it—power that providers had successfully accumulated for more than half a
century.” He stated that this reformative transition happened unobserved by the general
public
Several events occurred in 1980s – meeting of five European countries (BE,
FR, IR, NL, PT) in France with the founding Professor Robert Fetter, meeting in Lisbon
in 1987 attended by 15 countries which resulted in creation of Patient Classifications
Systems Europe (PCSI, 2016). Alongside Europe, National Seminar on DRGs of 1984
triggered a process that laid foundations for enactment of DRGs in Australia.
Subsequent international conferences were organized in London, Washington and
Sydney in the late 1980s. Investments into research of the DRGs were made by some
European organizations and Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development (OECD) started to release comparative analyses of average LOS among
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nations (Rodrigues, 1989). In Europe, Portugal first implemented DRG reimbursement
system. The idea and realization of reimbursement systems based on the DRGs spread
surprisingly fast worldwide (Busse et al., 2011).
Two major objectives were met when DRG classification systems were being
implemented - transparency of the hospital production boosting its efficiency which
was to be achieved by numbering and differentiating the single cases. This should lead
to enhancing the quality of healthcare. DRGs were initially applied for several reasons
in various countries. The early implementers (PT, FR) aimed at raising transparency
while the late ones (NL, PL) intended to use DRGs as benchmark for reimbursements
(Busse et al., 2011).
Transparency was to be achieved mainly by reducing excessive sums of
patients with seemingly uncommon diagnoses and setting up finite, manageable
number of diagnosis-related groups that may be characterized by distinctive features
(Fetter et al., 1980). The existence of such groups invites comparison previously
unfeasible. E.g., LOS and costs may serve as benchmark (Busse et al., 2011).
Foundation stones upon which DRGs are built are the following characteristics:
1) “routinely collected patient discharge data (mostly concerning patient,
treatment and provider characteristics) are used to classify patients into
2) manageable number of groups of groups (that is, DRGs), which are
intended to be
3) clinically meaningful and
4) economically homogeneous” (Busse et al., 2011, p.24-25).
The DRG classification system aimed to follow organ system and surgical
criteria. Hence, 22 surgical Major Diagnostic Categories (MDC) were designed. In
1988, lists of complications and comorbidities (CCs) were accepted to deal with the
issue of secondary diagnoses. Initially, five basic DRG systems were shaped in the US
(Kožený et al., 2010).
Over the course of time some countries developed their own DRG systems,
some countries borrowed the classification elsewhere - Ireland, Portugal and Spain did
from Australia (AR-DRG), some did from the US. Some of these countries then
proceeded to creating systems adjusted to their country’s specifics. The countries that
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began implementing the DRG payment systems towards the end of 1990s and in the
2000s showed a decent measure of boldness doing that (Busse et al., 2011).
To curb the errors caused by conversion between systems, a new system called
International Refined Diagnosis Related Groups (IR-DRG) was conceived and first
presented in 1999, this system incorporates severity levels (Kožený et al., 2010).
In recent past, these DRG reimbursement systems have laid foundations for
establishing the systems of hospital financing in many countries. Interestingly enough,
the countries that newly implemented these reimbursement systems, have done so
regardless of both the type of existing payment system and also the political and
economic conditions (Busse et al., 2011).

3.5 Characterizing IR-DRG
International Refined DRG system (IR-DRG) originates in AP-DRG (All
Patient DRG) and APR-DRG (All Patient Refined DRG). It introduced severity
subclasses, hence refined. It was not primarily designed for the US, but for international
usage, hence international. Further, it incorporates several DRGs for the episodes that
are addressed solely on an ambulatory basis in the USA. IR-DRG is implemented
natively, i.e. on national level. As of 2011, it had 1024 DRGs, 359 DRG bases, 28
MDCs and three severity levels in the CR. (Kožený et al., 2010; Zbuzková, 2004).

3.6 DRG Implementation in the Czech Republic
The history of DRG implementation dates back to 1995. By then, the fee-forservice payment system was utilized, lacking any major regulatory mechanisms. VZP
was searching for another reimbursement mechanism that would still reflect hospitals’
performance, while smoothing the stimuli for overproduction. The DRG classification
system thus seemed serviceable. A project was set up in cooperation with the American
USAID Agency that subsidized it and thus provided access to the limited AP-DRG (all
patient DRG) version, provided by the firm called 3M Health Information Systems.
This tenth version of AP-DRG was initially established for Wales. Together with VZP
they managed to tailor this version of AP-DRG to the Czech List of health care
procedures.
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Some objections to the way relative weights were being set up were raised. As
a result, VZP with the assistance of 3M Health Systems calculated new relative
weights. Ultimately, relative weights were set based on three sources: insurance fund
reimbursements (50%), service weights (25%) and the external relative weights
adopted from the US (25%) (Kožený et al., 2010).
As of 1997, the hospital payment system changed from fee-for-service
payments to global budgets. Both hospitals and insurance funds liked this system to a
large extent, because it reduced the risk on both sides, thus transferring it on the patient
by prolonging the operations’ waiting times. This slowed down the process of DRG
implementation, though it was used as an internal performance and resource allocation
evaluation tool in some hospitals. DRG started to be increasingly integrated into the
hospital information systems and medical awareness as well.
In 2002 the Ministry of Health Care invited tenders for a project whose part
was a selection of an appropriate version of DRG, including attaining license. The IRDRG version was opted, provided by the 3M company. After some restructuring, the
National Reference Center (NRC) was created and entrusted with cultivation and
evolution of the Czech local version of the IR-DRG (Kožený et al., 2010). As
mentioned above, the Institute of Health Information and Statistics of the Czech
Republic took over the NRC’s role in 2014.
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4 Empirical Framework
The first part of this chapter sets out more details on how to measure the
performance of DRG classification systems in general. Next, the hypotheses are
presented and the studied data are described, followed by the description of
econometric methods employed for data analysis. Lastly, we sketch out our model
specification and other questions we researched.

4.1 Measuring the Quality of DRG classification
systems
When optimizing and developing any version of DRG classification system,
a question of quality of performance comes into consideration. By performance we
mean how well a DRG version classifies local patients. More specifically, the
performance means the ability to explain the variance of a variable (mostly costs or
LOS). For purposes of classification systems measuring, the coefficient of
determination (or R²), in this context often called the “reduction of variance”, too, is
mostly used (Kožený et al., 2010). It is defined as follows:
∑𝑖(𝑦𝑖 − 𝐴)2 − ∑𝑖 (𝑦𝑖 − 𝐴𝑔 )
R =
∑𝑖(𝑦𝑖 − 𝐴)2
2

2

(1)

Where 𝑦𝑖 is the value of the observed, explained variable (e.g. costs or LOS) of
the i-th patient, 𝐴 is the average value of the observed variable in the data set and 𝐴𝑔
is the average value of the cases classified into the g-th DRG (Averill et al., 1998, p.9).
The former term in the numerator denotes the amount of variance prior to decomposing
into DRGs. The latter one denotes the variance after decomposing into DRGs where
the variance is calculated using the mean value in respective DRGs. Subtracting these
two terms produces the reduction in variation arising as an effect of decomposition into
DRGs. In other words, reduction of variance denotes the portion of variation explained
by using DRGs. Values of R2 range from 0 to 1 (Averill et al., 1998). The closer the
values are to 1, the better (Štrosová, 2015).
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Overall, the DRG classification systems are able to explain 30-60% of costs or
LOS variance. The residual variance cannot be explained, because it is random or
explainable by other factors outside the scope of DRG.
To arrive at the most relevant R2 , a satisfactorily large data set has to be
analyzed, not to mention it should encompass the structure and extent of hospital care
provided in the country (Kožený et al., 2010).
The following table depicts the values of R2 for various DRG versions on a data
set of more than 4 million observations in the USA.
Table 4: Coefficients of determination (R²) for various DRG versions

Source: Averill (1997), cited in Kožený et al. (2010)

As can be seen, the ability of costs to explain the variance exceeds the one for
LOS. In 1996, the R2 for the data of VZP was 51.7% for LOS and 44.7% for costs (3M
Health Care in Kožený et al., 2010).
It is remarkable to observe, how much increasing the specificity of
classification reduces the variation. Obviously, R2 rises with more detailed
classification. The categories comprise Major Diagnostic Categories (MDC), surgical
and non-surgical cases, base groups and CCs and MCCs within each group. In the
following table there are values for different levels of complexity for the APR-DRG
version of classification, using the same data set as in the preceding table.
Table 5: Coefficients of determination (R²) for different degrees of complexity

Source: Kožený et al., 2010

When measuring the performance, attention has to be paid to excluding
outliers – data trimming. There are various rules regarding data trimming: values of
25th and 75th percentile, certain percentage of highest and lowest values, certain
multiple of standard deviation or geometric mean all can serve as benchmark (Kožený
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et al., 2010). Street et al. (2012) and Goodwin et al. (2013) use a three times the
standard deviation as the borderline for exclusion of the outliers. Kulinskaya et al.
(2005) state that usually 1.5 times interquartile range rule is used.
The following table depicts the coefficients of determination after excluding
1% observations of highest value and 1.5% observations with the lowest value.
Table 6: Coefficients of determination (R²) for various DRG versions after data
trimming

Source: Averill (1997) in Kožený et al. (2010)

Comparing to the Table 4: Coefficients of determination (R²) for various DRG versions,
we can clearly see a considerable improvement of performance in all the versions
(Kožený et al., 2010).

4.2 Research questions
Based on the literature mentioned thus far and our rational expectations, too,
we formulated the following hypotheses that we want to test on our data.
1) Utilization of DRGs explains at least 30-60% of variance in hospital LOS
(measured by coefficient of determination - 𝑅 2 (Kožený et al., 2010).
Reduction of variance is a widely accepted tool for measuring the
performance of DRG systems. It is suggested by Averill et al. (1998) and
Kožený et al. (2010), used by Liu et al. (2001) and others. As could be
observed in the previous chapter, the reduction of variance for the five
versions explored by Averill et al., (1998) featured LOS between 32-42%,
measured for LOS. Liu et al. (2001) detected 30% AN-DRG, used in
Australia.
2) 𝑹𝟐 on MDC level reaches at least 11% (Averill et al., 1998).
This is an average computed from five different reductions of variance of
five DRG classification systems measured on MDC level by (Averill et al.,
1998). There is substantially less MDCs than DRGs, that is why the
estimate is so much lower.
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3) 𝑹𝟐 results “for trimmed data are higher than for untrimmed data”
(Averill et al., 1998, p.16). The idea is to remove large, unusual values that
do not fit into the population in order to boost the measurement of a DRG
system performance. Trimming is suggested by these authors: Averill et al.
(1998), Kulinskaya et al. (2005), Kožený et al., (2010). Different trimming
rules are suggested. We employ two of them.
4) “log (LOS) based trimming is more efficient than raw LOS based
trimming” Kulinskaya et al. (2005, p.380).
Log-transforming any data poses a question whether a trimming rule should
be applied before or after the transformation. We test this on our data with
two trimming methods to see if we can accept or refute this statement.
5) Parameter estimate β of severity subclass “with MCC” > Parameter
estimate of severity subclass “with CC” > Parameter estimate of severity
subclass “without CC”
Common sense tells us that people suffering complications and
comorbidities would stay in a hospital longer than people who are not. If
this statement does not hold, DRG system classification malfunctions or the
coding is done improperly.
6) Parameter estimate β of large regional hospitals, (former) university
hospitals and narrowly specialized > parameter estimate β of “other”
hospital types
We presume that large regional hospitals, university hospitals and narrowly
specialized hospitals are more prone to concentrate care since there is
relatively a few of them, they treat more serious cases that require special
resources.

4.3 Data Description
We use a data set provided by the Czech Ministry of Health covering the
provision and utilization of health care according to DRGs for the whole year of 2011
(Jan 1 – Dec 31), specifically the IR-DRG 1.2, version 008.2011. It is a second updated
release of the 10th version (Národní referenční centrum, 2011). The original data set
has N = 1 948 133 observations and was exported for the Ministry of Health on July
15, 2013.
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The data set contains this kind of information: for each hospitalization case
there is a unique number assigned, district of the respective health care provider, type
of a health care provider, DRG code, sum of the case’s points2, sum of Czech Crowns
(CZK) for separately charged material3, length of hospitalization – LOS (in days),
discharge reason (10 options), type of recommendation for admission (10 options), age,
sex, newborn’s weight (incomplete), place of birth (hospital or elsewhere), patient’s
permanent residence, date of admission and discharge days, age of newborn in days,
admission and discharge diagnoses.
For our analysis, we select the following variables: LOS, DRG codes, hospital
districts, hospital type, age and sex. These are closer described in the following section.

LOS & Age
These two quantitative variables used for our analysis are summarized as
follows:
Table 7: Summary statistics

LOS
Age

Observations
1948133
1948133

Mean
7.34
47.68

Std.
Dev.
8.260561
26.43793

Min
1
0

Source: Author’s computations

Table 8: Percentiles

LOS
Age

25%
3
28

Median
5
53

75%
9
69

Source: Author’s computations

The following two pictures depict their distributions:

2

Sum of the points depending on the procedures each case involved

3

Czech abbreviations: ZUM/ZULP

Max
1256
107
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Figure 2: Age distribution

Source: Author’s computations

As can be seen from the age distribution, the first and tallest bar stands for
neonates, the adjacent bars represent children; we can observe the first jump around
the age of 30 and the other one in mid-60s and the last, slight one, in the late 70s. The
first local peak around the age of 30 is closely related to child deliveries4.

4

We filtered out the age in the range 26 - 34 and viewed the most frequent diagnoses. Top five most

frequent were DRG 14631, 14601, 14632, 14641 and 14731.
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Figure 3: LOS distribution

Source: Author’s computations

Concerning LOS (defined as difference between the discharge and admission
day, in days), we can observe a clear skewness to the right tail which is natural, because
most of the hospital stays amount to a few days, as proves the following table. The first
ten values (starting at 1) account for 82.46% of all cases, most frequently represented
is three days, followed by five days and four days.
Figure 4: 10 most frequent LOS

LOS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Frequency
64 800
232 774
282 187
242 081
245 317
159 796
123 810
109 067
82 147
64 472

Percentage

Cumulative
percentage

3.33
11.95
14.48
12.43
12.59
8.2
6.36
5.6
4.22
3.31

3.33
15.27
29.76
42.19
54.78
62.98
69.34
74.93
79.15
82.46

Source: Author’s computations
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Gender
As regards sex, as shown in the subsequent chart, the number of women
hospitalized in 2011 exceeds the number of men by 185 731, i.e. 21% more women
were hospitalized in proportion to men. Identifying the reasons is beyond the scope of
this study, we just cite Verbrugge (1989, p.282): “Psychosocial aspects predispose
women to more illness and health care … women's poorer health profile stems largely
from their roles and stress (acquired risks)”.
Figure 5: Gender division

Frequency Percent
Female 1 066 932 54.47%
Male
881 201
45.23%
Source: Author’s computation

The next graph reveals fifteen districts with highest numbers of hospitalizations
as a percentage of all districts:

Figure 6: Top 15 districts with highest numbers of hospitalization

Source: Author’s computations
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Reversely, the following figure plots the fifteen least represented districts in
relation to hospitalizations.
Figure 7: 15 districts with lowest numbers of hospitalization

Source: Author’s computations

DRGs
Regarding DRGs, there are 1001 individual DRGs represented (of the 1021
existing groups in 2011). 24 groups are self-standing zero-ending DRGs. Remaining
777 classes represent DRG bases subdivided into three severity levels (most of which
are represented, sometimes one or two of the severity classes are missing, more on this
in Severity subclasses subchapter 5.5). The following table lists the 25 most frequently
coded DRGs and the number of cases they represent, as for 2011.
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Table 9: Top 25 most frequently coded DRGs in 2011

Source: Author’s own computations and translation

Hospital Types
Lastly, the frequency of the individual hospital types is displayed.
Figure 8: Hospital Type Division

Hospital Type

Frequency

Percentage

Other
Large Regional
Narrowly Specialized
University & Former University
Unclassified

1 116 778
493 977
274 515
60 706
2 157
1 948 133

57.33%
25.36%
14.09%
3.12%
0.11%
100.00%

Source: Author’s own computation

As is visible, the largest share is represented by the “Other” type – more than
half of the cases. The word “Former” refers to the fact that two of the then university
hospitals dropped the word “university” from their name.
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4.4 Methodology
In this part we describe three econometric methods and data tests adopted in
our analysis. Before delving into that, a brief introduction underpins the subsequent
description.
We base our main analysis on the aforementioned study of Liu et al. (2001)
who assessed the quality of DRG classification. Particularly, they examined AN-DRG
version 3.1 and its ability to explain variation in LOS. They used data from a large
teaching hospital located in Western Australia covering a 1-year period. Having the
data cleansed and transformed, multiple OLS regression was carried out and adjusted
R2 applied to assess the quality of given DRG version. Besides Liu et al. (2001),
a whole array of authors back up the employment of multiple linear regression to study
LOS.
Kulinskaya et al. (2005) too uses the standard general linear model, which is
the generalization of multiple linear regression (General Linear Models, 2016). As well
as Malki et al. (2002), Kulinskaya et al. (2005) suggest log-transforming the LOS data
and further implementing Box-Cox transformation. However, Greene (2012) notes that
this kind of transformation cannot be applied for dummy variables since exponentiation
is involved.
Lim et al. (2009), as said above, used linear regression to analyze logtransformed LOS. Performing linear regression on LOS analysis is further suggested
by e.g. Combes et al. (2014), Huang et al. (2006), Shulan & Gao (2015), Verburg et
al. (2014), Kuo and Goodwin (2010), Carek et al. (2008), Hosman et al. (2010),
Kramer & Zimmermann (2010), Yoon et al. (2003) and Jimenéz et al. (1999).
When analyzing the LOS, other (non-linear) approaches are adopted, too. LOS
is by nature “count data” that is generally characterized by nonnegative integer values:
{0, 1, 2, …}. Poisson regression is the essential model designated for analyzing count
data. It is built upon the assumption of equidispersion, i.e. mean equals variance:
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑦|𝑥) = 𝐸(𝑦|𝑥). Should this not hold (i.e. overdispersion is present), an alternative
model needs to be applied (Wooldridge, 2013; Greene, 2012). We know that our LOS
has the mean of 7.4 and variance of 64.5, which is roughly nine times more, thus we
can speak of overdispersion. In such a case, negative binomial model should be utilized
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(Greene, 2012). This is being backed up by the following, LOS-related studies: Street
et al. (2012), Shulan & Gao (2015), Brandt & St. Marie (2010) and Southern et al.
(2011).
Another issue can arise regarding “truncation bias”, i.e. one value is
systematically missing (Greene, 2012). This is our case, since the minimal value of
LOS is 1, as shown above. Zero values simply do not appear. That being the case, zerotruncated negative binomial regression provides a feasible solution. In connection with
LOS the following authors employed the zero-truncated negative binomial regression:
Duke et al. (2012), Lee et al. (2003) and Hardy et al. (2011).
We should note that most variables used in our analyses are in a form of dummy
variables, i.e. variables that capture some qualitative information and are coded as
follows: 1 if the event occurs and 0 otherwise (Wooldridge, 2013).
Before running any regression, we can perform one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA):

ANOVA
Just as Liu et al. (2001) and Shulan & Gao (2015) did, we also perform the
analysis of variance (ANOVA) to detect whether there are differences in the mean
value of the groups of interest. Using ANOVA for analysis of LOS is also suggested
by Lella et al. (2015) and by Malki et al. (2002) who apply it on log-transformed data.
The null hypothesis states that the mean value of response variables for each category
group is the same. The F-test is used to examine this hypothesis. Performing ANOVA
is contingent upon meeting certain assumptions, i.e. independence, normal distribution
and homogeneity. However, F-test tackles the issue of non-normal and heterogeneous
data, particularly with large samples (Pandis, 2015).
Now we present three methods used for analyzing LOS that we implement, as
suggested in literature: multiple linear regression, negative binomial model and zerotruncated negative binomial model.

4.4.1 Multiple linear regression
Multiple linear regression model generally takes on the following form:
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𝑦 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑥1 + 𝛽2 𝑥2 + 𝛽3 𝑥3 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝑘 𝑥𝑘
(2)

+𝑢

where 𝛽0denotes the intercept, 𝛽1... 𝛽𝑘 denote slope parameters (Wooldridge,
2013) or partial regression or partial slope coefficients (Gujarati, 2003), 𝑢 denotes error
term or disturbance which captures factors influencing 𝑦 that are not included in
𝑥1 , 𝑥2 ,…, 𝑥𝑘 , 𝑘 = 3, … , 𝐾. Parameters 𝛽1... 𝛽𝑘 quantify the unit change of 𝑥1 ,… 𝑥𝑘 on
the mean value of 𝑦, holding other factors constant. (Gujarati, 2003).
The fundamental assumption related to multiple regression can be expressed in
“terms of a conditional expectation: 𝐸(𝑢|𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑘 ) = 0” (Wooldridge, 2013,
p.72).
Generally, we are looking for the estimates 𝛽̂0, 𝛽̂1,…, 𝛽̂𝑘 in the following
equation:
𝑦̂ = 𝛽̂0 + 𝛽̂1 𝑥1 + 𝛽̂2 𝑥2 + 𝛽̂3 𝑥3 + ⋯ + 𝛽̂𝑘 𝑥𝑘
(3)

+𝑢

We will obtain these estimates by minimizing the sum of squared residuals:
𝑛

∑(𝑦𝑖 − 𝛽̂0 − 𝛽̂1 𝑥𝑖1 − ⋯ − 𝛽̂𝑘 𝑥𝑖𝑘 )

2

(4)

𝑖=1

(Wooldridge, 2013).
The following five assumptions are referred to as Gauss-Markov assumptions.
Given these hold, we can declare the 𝛽̂0, 𝛽̂1,…, 𝛽̂𝑘 estimates “the best linear unbiased
estimators (BLUEs) of 𝛽0 , 𝛽1 ... 𝛽𝑘 , respectively.” (Wooldridge, 2013, p.102).

1) Linear in parameters
2) Random sampling
3) No Perfect Collinearity – the relationships between control variables are
not exactly linear
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4) Zero Conditional Mean: 𝐸(𝑢|𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑘 ) = 0
5) Homoskedasticity: 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑢|𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑘 ) = 𝛔2

- We also add the

homoscedasticity assumption to secure greater accuracy and efficiency of
OLS estimators. Homoscedasticity means the variance of error term 𝑢
conditional on any values of control variables is constant, i.e.
𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑢|𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … , 𝑥𝑘 ) = 𝛔2 . Failing that, we say that heteroscedasticity is
present.
(Wooldridge, 2013).
The first four assumptions have to be met in order to obtain unbiased OLS
estimators.
Concerning interpretation of β estimates, since we are using log-level, we
interpret the β coefficients in a following way: %∆𝑦 = (100𝛽)∆𝑥. (Wooldridge, 2013,
p.44). One more remark needs to be done – when interpreting any estimated
coefficients, we do so every time while holding (controlling for) other factors
(variables) constant (fixed).

Multicollinearity
No perfect collinearity is one of the assumptions of the classical linear model.
Unless this holds, the estimated OLS slope coefficients are not so precise and accurate.
This is caused by their variances being too large (Gujarati, 2003). To detect
multicollinearity, we let the correlation matrix generate and possibly also variance
inflation factor (VIF) that expresses “how the variance of an estimator is inflated by
the presence of multicollinearity” (Gujarati, 2003, p.351).

Heteroskedasticity
To detect heteroskedasticity, we use the Breusch-Pagan test. Suffice to say that
the result of the test is the Lagrange Multiplier statistic that follows 𝜒 2 distribution.
Null hypothesis proposes the constant variance of error term. In case the null
hypothesis is rejected on a certain significance level, heteroskedasticity is detected. To
correct for that, regression with heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors needs to be
run. (Wooldridge, 2013).
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Trimming
As already mentioned, various trimming methods for data are suggested in the
literature to exclude outliers.
We opt for a rule suggested by Street et al. (2013) who used three times the
standard deviation as a borderline trimming point. Writing on this subject, Kulinskaya
et al. (2005, p.380) remarks “that if one is using standard methods then log (LOS)5
based trimming is more efficient than raw LOS6 based trimming, as it keeps far more
of the data without losing sensitivity.” We apply three times the standard deviation rule
on both the raw LOS and log LOS data.
Averill et al. (1998) states there is no single trimming method that is optimal
for all classification systems, each method works in favor of one system, thus creating
biases.
Lastly, we use a data trimming method suggested by Kulinskaya et al. (2005),
namely 1.5 time interquartile range rule, applied on raw LOS data. This rule involves
subtracting the third quartile Q3 from the first Q1, the result is multiplied by 1.5; then
by adding to Q3 and subtracting from Q1 we get the low and high trim point.

4.4.2 Negative binomial model
The full negative binomial (NB) model looks like this:
𝑃𝑟 (𝑁𝐵) (𝑌𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 |𝜇𝑖 )
𝛤(𝑦𝑖 + 𝛼 −1 )
𝛼 −1
=
(
)
𝛤(𝛼 −1 )𝑦𝑖 ! 𝛼 −1 + 𝜇𝑖

𝛼−1

𝑦𝑖
𝜇𝑖
( −1
)
𝛼 + 𝜇𝑖

(5)

where Γ(·) denotes the gamma function, α, α>0 is a dispersion parameter. As
α approaches zero, the NB model converges to the Poisson model (Cruyff & van der
Heijden, 2008). To determine whether the dispersion parameter α=0, the likelihood-

5

By log(LOS) Kulinskaya et al. (2005) mean logarithm-transformed LOS

6

By raw LOS Kulinskaya et al. (2005) mean untransformed LOS
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ratio test serves. It is computed as T = −2 (log-likelihood of restricted model – loglikelihood of unrestricted model. By ”restricted” we mean the restriction of α=0 must
hold. In large data sets, it takes on the 𝜒 2 distribution. If T ≠ 0, the log-likelihood
functions will diverge, which means α≠0, for both likelihood functions are different
(Gujarati, 2003).
The NB is characterized by conditional variance 𝑉𝑎𝑟(𝑦𝑖 |𝜇𝑖 ) = 𝜇𝑖 +𝛼𝜇𝑖2 is
greater (due to unobserved heterogeneity) than conditional mean 𝐸(𝑦𝑖 |𝜇𝑖 ) = 𝜇𝑖 .
Assuming that 𝐸(𝑦𝑖 |𝜇𝑖 ) = 𝜇𝑖 = 𝑒𝑡 exp(𝒙𝑻𝒊 𝜷), the log-likelihood function takes
on the following form:
𝑦𝑖 −1

ℓ(𝜷, 𝛼) = ∑ ( ∑ ln(1 + 𝛼𝑟)) − 𝑦𝑖 ln(𝛼) − ln(𝑦𝑡 !)
𝑖

(6)

𝑟−1

+ 𝑦𝑖 ln(𝛼𝜇𝑖 ) − (𝑦𝑖 + 𝛼 −1 )ln(1 + 𝛼𝜇𝑖 )
and by equating the partial derivatives to zero we arrive at the desired
𝛽̂ estimates – so called maximization done by “iterating and cycling between holding
α fixed and holding β fixed” (Ismail & Jemain, 2007, p. 108).

4.4.3 Zero-truncated negative binomial model
The problem of truncated data handles the zero-truncated NB regression model:
𝑃𝑟

(𝑁𝐵)

(𝑌𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 > 0, 𝑦𝑖 , 𝛼 ) =

𝑃𝑟 (𝑁𝐵) (𝑌𝑖 = 𝑦𝑖 |𝜇𝑖 )
,
1 − 𝑃𝑟 (𝑁𝐵) (𝑌𝑖 = 0|𝜇𝑖 )

−1

where 𝑃𝑟 (𝑁𝐵) (𝑌𝑖 = 0|𝜇𝑖 , 𝛼 ) = (1 + 𝛼𝜇𝑖 )−𝛼 , and
𝐸(𝑦𝑖 |𝜇𝑖 𝛼)
𝐸(𝑦𝑖 |𝑦𝑖 > 0, 𝜇𝑖 𝛼) =
.
(𝑁𝐵)
(𝑦𝑖 = 0|𝜇𝑖 , 𝛼)
1 − 𝑃𝑟

(7)

(8)
(9)

The desired parameter estimates are obtained by maximizing (i.e. setting the
derivatives equal to zero) the following log-likelihood function:
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𝑛

𝑦𝑖

ℓ(𝜷, 𝛼) = ∑ (∑ ln(𝑗 + 𝛼 −1 ) − ln 𝑦𝑖 !
𝑖=1

𝑗=0

− (𝑦𝑖 + 𝛼 −1 ) ln(1 + 𝛼𝜇𝑖 ) + 𝑦𝑖 ln 𝛼𝜇𝑖

(10)

−1

− ln(1 − (1 + 𝛼𝜇𝑖 )𝛼 )) ,

𝑦𝑖
where ∑𝑗=0
ln(𝑗 + 𝛼 −1 ) = ln 𝛤(𝑦𝑖 + 𝛼 −1 ) − ln 𝛤(𝛼 −1 ), provided 𝑦𝑖 is an

integer (Cameron & Trivedi, 1998 cited in Cruyff & van der Heijden, 2008).
Obtaining 𝛽̂ and 𝛼̂ estimates works via Newton-Raphson iteration, namely “by
iterating and cycling between holding α fixed and holding β fixed” (Ismail & Jemain,
2007, p.108).

Goodness-of-fit & Interpretation Measures
For measuring the goodness of fit, in both models McFadden’s pseudo R2 is
used: 𝑝𝑠𝑒𝑢𝑑𝑜 R2 = 1 −

ℒ𝑢𝑟
ℒ0

, where ℒ𝑢𝑟 denotes the log-likelihood of the full model

with all predictors, while ℒ0 stands for the log-likelihood of the intercept model
(Wooldridge, 2003). It is important to keep in mind that the values of McFadden’s
pseudo R2 are in general lower than the hitherto used coefficient of determination (R2 ).
McFadden (in Hensher & Stopher, 1979) himself considers the values of 0.2 to 0.4 to
be an excellent model fit.
For the purpose of both models interpretation, incidence rate ratio (IRR) needs
to be introduced. It is the “incidence rate among the exposed proportion of the
population, divided by the incidence rate in the unexposed portion of the population“
(Health Systems Characteristics - OECD. 2016).

4.5 Models specification
Before going into more detail, we first outline the structure of the models next
presented. There are three key methods (multiple regression, NB and zero-truncated
NB) employed on two types of model specifications (LOS on DRGs and LOS on DRGs
+ other factors). Alongside that, there are other analyses performed and other issues
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dealt with. Specifically, data trimming methods, rationality behind coding into severity
subclasses, and measuring the R2 on MDC level. These additional tasks are carried out
primarily within multiple linear regression framework. Thus, we get six tasks presented
in the subsequent subchapters. .
It is important to point out the way all models are specified. Unless otherwise
stated, in all models the effects of pure DRGs on LOS7 are estimated at first. Dummy
variables were generated for each and every severity level of all DRGs as well as for
stand-alone zero-ending DRGs. One variable is dropped and used as a benchmark
group to avoid the dummy variable trap (Wooldridge, 2013). The DRG 05221
“percutaneous coronary angioplasty, >=3 coated stents in acute myocardial infarction
w/o CC”8 serves as a benchmark group.
The following subchapters define the specifications of models we test in this
thesis. In addition, there is a table at the end of this subchapter summarizing our model
specifications and methods used.

4.5.1 Multiple linear regression
Under this framework, we are interested both in parameter estimates and in 𝑅 2 .
We are testing our first hypothesis that 𝑅 2 falls within the range of 0.3 and 0.6. Thus,
the specification looks like this, call it basic:
ln 𝐿𝑂𝑆 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑟𝑔00011 + ⋯ + 𝛽272 𝑑𝑟𝑔05203
+ 𝛽273 𝑑𝑟𝑔05222 + ⋯ + 𝛽1000 𝑑𝑟𝑔99990

(11)

+ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

Typically, the model specification is afterwards extended by adding other
explanatory variables, namely, districts, age, sex and hospital types and is specified
this way:

7

In NB models LOS is not log-transformed

8

Author’s own translation
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(ln)𝐿𝑂𝑆 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽2 𝑓 + 𝛽3 𝑐𝑧100 + ⋯ + 𝛽47 𝑐𝑧0532
+ 𝛽48 𝑐𝑧0534 + ⋯ + 𝛽76 𝑐𝑧0806 + 𝛽77 𝑑𝑟𝑔00011
+ ⋯ + 𝛽1077 𝑑𝑟𝑔99990 + 𝛽1078 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑

(12)

+ 𝛽1079 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽1078 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
For all districts, sex and hospital types, dummy variables were created. For sex,
male is a benchmark variable, for districts, Svitavy district was arbitrarily chosen, for
hospital types it was the “Others” type. We are interested not only in β parameter
estimates, but also in the increment of 𝑅 2 after extending the model specification. The
estimated parameters of this extended specification of the multiple linear regression
are crucial for this thesis, for they serve for further comparisons of districts and 25 most
frequently coded DRGs further presented in the second part of chapter 5.

4.5.2 Negative Binomial model
In this framework we study the same model specification as previously, except
the dependent varaible – LOS is not log-transformed, because NB models deal with
count data. Thus, the basic model looks is specified similarly:

LOS = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑟𝑔00011 + ⋯ + 𝛽272 𝑑𝑟𝑔05203
+ 𝛽273 𝑑𝑟𝑔05222 + ⋯ + 𝛽1000 𝑑𝑟𝑔99990

(13)

+ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
In the same way, the extended model is specified as follows:
LOS = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽2 𝑓 + 𝛽3 𝑐𝑧100 + ⋯ + 𝛽47 𝑐𝑧0532
+ 𝛽48 𝑐𝑧0534 + ⋯ + 𝛽76 𝑐𝑧0806 + 𝛽77 𝑑𝑟𝑔00011
+ ⋯ + 𝛽1077 𝑑𝑟𝑔99990 + 𝛽1078 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑

(14)

+ 𝛽1079 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽1078 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

We are not so much interested in pseudo 𝑅 2 , since it has not the same
interpreative power as in multiple regression framework, we just compare them for
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both NB models. We are primarily interested in coefficients, or incidience rate ratios.
The benchmarks are set the same as in 4.5.1.

4.5.3 Zero-truncated negative binomial model
Similarly as under NB, we construct the very same specifications that are to be
tested – first the basic model with DRGs and LOS:
LOS = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑟𝑔00011 + ⋯ + 𝛽272 𝑑𝑟𝑔05203
+ 𝛽273 𝑑𝑟𝑔05222 + ⋯ + 𝛽1000 𝑑𝑟𝑔99990

(15)

+ 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
And second, the extended version with the other variables added:
LOS = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽2 𝑓 + 𝛽3 𝑐𝑧100 + ⋯ + 𝛽47 𝑐𝑧0532
+ 𝛽48 𝑐𝑧0534 + ⋯ + 𝛽76 𝑐𝑧0806 + 𝛽77 𝑑𝑟𝑔00011
+ ⋯ + 𝛽1077 𝑑𝑟𝑔99990 + 𝛽1078 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑

(16)

+ 𝛽1079 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽1078 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
Again, we are primarily interested in our paramaters estimates, expressed in
incidence rate ratios.
Besides the last three model patterns, two extra models, using multiple linear
regression, are specified as follows, and the issue of trimming is introduced (presented
further).

4.5.4 Decomposing DRG bases and severity subclasses
To deal with secondary diagnoses and to secure more homogeneity into DRGs,
severity subclasses were introduced into DRG systems in 1988 (Kožený et al., 2010).
As noted previously, there were three severity subclasses in the IR-DRG version used
in the CR in 2011: without CCs, with CCs and with MCCs. Apart from that, there were
29 zero-ending undifferentiated DRGs. We create a dummy for each base and three
dummies for each severity level.9 Logically, we thus eliminate the separate classes
ending with 0 that do not contain without CCs, with CCs and with MCCs subclasses.

9

E.g. DRG 14612 code is decomposed into a dummy representing DRG base 1461 and a dummy

representing severity subclass with CCs
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We are able to observe the average effect, its sign and magnitude. “Without CCs”
subclass is chosen as a benchmark.
We perform the ANOVA analysis to determine whether there are statistically
significant differences between the DRG bases.
Prior to incorporating severity subclasses though, we look at the explanatory
power of a model that explains lnLOS only by DRG bases themselves, as follows:
𝑙𝑛𝐿𝑂𝑆 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑟𝑔0002 + ⋯ + 𝛽330 𝑑𝑟𝑔8889 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

(17)

Then, we include the severity subclasses. In line with intuition, we hypothesize
that the effect of with CCs ought to be positive and higher than without CCs, the same
applies for with MCCs over with CCs. That is our fourth above stated hypothesis which
aims to simply detect whether severity codes mirror the reality well. The explanatory
power of this model is also concerned. We take the without CCs and DRG base 0001
as a benchmark group. The lnLOS in the model is then determined as follows:
𝑙𝑛𝐿𝑂𝑆 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑟𝑔0002 + ⋯ + 𝛽330 𝑑𝑟𝑔8889
+ 𝛽331 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐶𝐶𝑠 + 𝛽332 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑠 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

(18)

As previously noted, we first use the classification as a single predictor, then
we add other explanatory variables and watch how the goodness-of-fit changes.
𝑙𝑛𝐿𝑂𝑆 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 𝑑𝑟𝑔0002 + ⋯ + 𝛽330 𝑑𝑟𝑔8889
+ 𝛽331 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ 𝐶𝐶𝑠 + 𝛽332 𝑤𝑖𝑡ℎ𝑀𝐶𝐶𝑠 + 𝛽333 𝐴𝑔𝑒
+ 𝛽334 𝑓 + 𝛽335 𝑐𝑧0100 + ⋯ + 𝛽380 𝑐𝑧0532

(19)

+ 𝛽381 𝑐𝑧0534 + 𝛽409 𝑐𝑧0806 + 𝛽410 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑
+ 𝛽411 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽412 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡
We again chose DRG base 0001, without CCs, male, Svitavy district and
“others” hospital type as our benchmark variables.
Finally, we compare the effects of single severity subclasses by differentiating
them and observing whether their signs follow a meaningful pattern.
In the second part of chapter 5, we summarize and compare the results of the
past four models in terms of effects of the most frequently coded DRGs and effects of
other explanatory variables (districts, hospital types, age and gender) in a more
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detailed, comparative way to answer our research question concerning effects of
various hospital types.

4.5.5 MDC
Major Diagnostic Categories is the least complex level of DRG systems and it
classifies the cases into groups characterized by same or related organs. There are
usually under 30 of such categories. Here, we test to what extent MDCs explain
variance in lnLOS.
As both Kožený et al. (2010) and Averill et al. (1998) suggest, it is interesting
to observe how various levels of patient classification explain the variance of response
variable. The following table represents the way various classification systems are
explained on the level of MDCs.
Table 10: Untrimmed R² for LOS

Source: Averill et al. (1998)

In this section we are trying to detect whether the 𝑅 2 hits at least 0.11, as
hypothesized in our second research question.
At first, we perform ANOVA to detect whether the differences between means
are different. The null hypothesis states the means of the groups are constant.
The model is specified as follows. MDC_00 is chosen as a benchmark group.
𝑙𝑛𝐿𝑂𝑆 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 MDC_01 + ⋯ + 𝛽27 MDC_99 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

(20)

Afterwards, we add other explanatory variables (districts, age, sex and hospital
types) in the same manner as elsewhere, just to see how these reduce the variance in
LOS:
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𝑙𝑛𝐿𝑂𝑆 = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1 MDC_01 + ⋯ + 𝛽27 MDC_99 + 𝛽28 𝐴𝑔𝑒 + 𝛽29 𝑓
+ 𝛽30 𝑐𝑧0100 + ⋯ + 𝛽75 𝑐𝑧0532 + 𝛽76 𝑐𝑧0533
+ 𝛽103 𝑐𝑧0806 + 𝛽104 𝑆𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑧𝑒𝑑

(21)

+ 𝛽105 𝑈𝑛𝑖𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 + 𝛽106 𝑅𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 + 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡

4.5.6 Trimming
In this section we are trying to address the hypotheses that R² for models
specified on trimmed datasets are generally higher and trimming apllied to
logarithmized data is more efficient.
We run these two models – basic and extended on trimmed data as suggested
above, using multiple linear regression. Our attention is confined only to performance
of models, i.e. changes of R² in relation to other models and between the trimming
methods, as well. The model specifications as well as the two trimming methods
employed are suggested in the following tables – each line in the table presents a model
specified, where LOS is the dependent variable and outlined independent variables are
explaining it. The former table applies to 3-times the standard deviation method.
Table 11: Three times the standard deviation trim point

Source: Author’s specification

The latter table displays the models specifications for trimmed LOS based on
1.5 interquartile rule.
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Table 12: 1.5 interquartile rule trim point

Source: Author’s specification

For the sake of clarity, we attach a table summarizing the specifications of
models described in the first five parts of this subchapter. Again, the dependent variable
is displayed and the independent variables on which the LOS or lnLOS is regressed.
Table 13: Overview of the tested model specifications

Source: Author’s specification
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5 Results
Vast majority of computations were performed using Stata 13, some
complementary computations were made in MS Excel 2013. This chapter is structured
as follows: it starts with a few data adjustments and then proceeds to results of models
specified in the chaper 4.5. In addition to that, it provides an overview of the other
explanatory variables‘ effects on LOS in 5.5, as noted above. There are some extra
analyses conducted pertaining to districts, namely the effects of fourteen regions on
LOS.
Before testing any data, we have to adjust the number of observations to prevent
calculating with some unreasonable values. Most of all, we need to impose restrictions
on LOS itself. Since we are covering the year of 2011 exclusively, we limit the LOS
values to 365 days at maximum. Thus, we dropped 19 observations.
In the same manner as Street et al. (2012), we exclude neonates from our data
set. By omitting neonates (classified as age=0), the mean age shifts from 47.67 to
51.22. Other percentiles listed as follows.
Table 14: Percentiles after deletion

LOS
Age

25%
3
32

Median
5
56

75%
9
70

Source: Author’s computations

By deleting newborns, we dropped 134 927 observations, the mean LOS
remains virtually the same: 7.396. As is visible from the previously shown picture, the
LOS distribution is highly skewed to the right-tail, so we employ a natural logarithm
transformation10. The following graph depicts the density of the log-transformed LOS.
Clearly, it resembles the normal distribution more than before (though far from
perfectly).

10

We use lnLOS and log-LOS interchangeably
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Figure 9: Distribution of lnLOS

Source: Author’s calculations

These adjustments were done prior to running any regressions.

ANOVA
We performed one-way ANOVA on both untransformed and logarithmized
LOS. We obtained F(958,1812229)=833.89 for the untransformed LOS and
F(958,1812229)=1112.44 for the log-LOS. Hence, we can see that that these values
substantially exceed the upper critical values11 of the F-distribution for given degrees
of freedom. Prob>F is also 0.0000. Thus, we can strongly reject the null hypothesis
that the mean values of LOS in the category groups are the same, i.e. there is a
statistically significant difference in the mean values of LOS within some DRG groups
in both LOS and log-LOS.
These results are actually in line with intuition, since we compared the group
means which should be by default different because most of the groups are DRG bases
decomposed into three severity classes.

11

For >1000 degrees of freedom both in numerator and denominator the critical value is 1,08 on a 5%

significance level and 1,06 on a 0,1% significance level
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5.1 Results of models specifications
Here we present the results of the models as specified in the chapter 4.5. We
try to address the hypotheses stated in part 4.2, too. As we found that most effective
explanatory variables in terms of β coefficients (as suggested by Liu et al., 2001) seem
to be utterly irrelevant, since their incidence in the data set is close to zero, we decided
to add one more subchapter (5.1.4) showing a comparison of the 24 most frequently
coded DRGs for 2011 instead.

5.1.1 Multiple linear regression
We begin with testing the assumptions of the basic multiple linear regression
model.

Multicollinearity
No perfect collinearity is one of the assumptions of the classical linear model.
Unless this holds, the estimated OLS slope coefficients are not so precise and accurate.
This is caused by their variances being too large (Gujarati, 2003).
Unfortunately, our software was unable to compute VIFs, so we need to get by
with correlation matrix.
We let the correlation matrix generate to see the pairwise correlations among
the explanatory variables. Due to its size (1082x1082), we do not append the matrix to
the thesis, though. The highest correlation is between (former) University and Others
(both types of hospitals): 0.6755, second largest is between Regional and Others:
0.4694, the third one is between University and cz0100 (Prague region): 0.4596.
There is not a clearly set rule as to how much correlation is too much. The limits
may vary from 0.6 to 0.9. Rubin (2012) suggests using 0.9 as a cap. Thus, we kept the
dummy variable University in our regression.

Heteroskedasticity
We ran the first basic model of DRGs on lnLOS and straight away checked if
the heteroskedasticity is present. We used the Breusch-Pagan test that assumes
normally distributed errors as a null hypothesis. We obtained the χ2 value of 14 427.25,
which leads us to strongly reject the null hypothesis in favor of heteroskedasticity. To
correct for that, we used the robust standard errors.
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The R² of this model equaled 37.03% which differs from the finding in the
study conducted by Liu et al. (2001) who detected that 30% of the total variation was
explained by DRGs themselves. Based on this result we can say that our DRG is more
reliable. It also falls into the 0.3-0.6 range delimited by Kožený et al. (2010) in our first
hypothesis. Averill et al. (1998) measured the R² in a similar vein for several DRGbased classification systems; one had the same R² and only one (of five) featured a
higher R² of 0.4213 (APR-DRGs). This testifies of decent explanatory power of the
DRG used in the CR in 2011. The following table shows the ten “most significant”
DRGs, though this term needs to be taken cautiously. Gujarati (2003) states that for
higher |t| (and lower p-value), null hypothesis may be rejected with more certainty and
also remarks that for very large data sets, nearly every null hypothesis may be subject
to rejection.
Indeed, 85% of our estimated parameters proved significant at the
5% significance level. The following table lists the top ten most significant predictors
(contingent on t):
Table 15: Top 10 Significant predictors from the initial regression

Source: Author's own calculation and translation, t in absolute values

Next, we add other explanatory variables that are at our disposal, namely,
Czech districts, age, sex, and type of hospital and run the extended, latter model. Age
is a quantitative variable. Other variables (except for response variable - LOS) are in
the form of a binary variable. As for districts, we chose the Svitavy district as
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a benchmark group. With sex, we opted for males, with hospital types, we opted for
others to serve as a benchmark group. As regards to DRG, we arbitrarily picked DRG
05221 “percutaneous coronary angioplasty, >=3 coated stents in acute myocardial
infarction

w/o

CC”

(author’s

translation).

We

ran

the

regression

with

heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors and arrived at the R² of 0.3991 which is by
almost 3% more than the one in the preceding model. It is higher by more than 2%
compared to the R² of Liu et al., (2001) – 0.376, who incorporated greater number of
explanatory variables. However, 60% of the factors influencing patients’ LOS remains
unexplained. In the following table there are the estimated results of the subsequently
added independent variables revealed.

Table 16: Selected variables‘estimation results

Table 17: Selected variables‘estimation results

Source: Author’s calculations

Looking at the t-statistics, again we can see that we strongly reject the null
hypothesis of β=0, which renders all the above variables statistically significant even
at the 1% significance level.
Regarding age, we can see that each extra year of age increases the LOS on
average by 0.5%. The sign, as anticipated, is positive: the older, the longer LOS.
As for sex, the plus sign shows that women (holding other factors fixed) are on
average by 2% longer in hospital than men.
Concerning hospital types, negative signs reveal that staying in narrowly
specialized, large regional or (former) university hospitals decreases the LOS on
average. With narrowly specialized and teaching hospitals it is little strange that their
mean LOS is lower than in other hospital types. One could suppose that university
hospitals tend to concentrate more serious cases, as well as large regional hospitals
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whose mean LOS is by 9% lower than other hospitals’ LOS. For specialized it is 8%
less and for (former) university hospitals it is 5% less.
As regards regions, the following two tables represent top ten districts with
respect to significance (highest t-value) and magnitude of parameters.
Table 18: Top 10 significant districts (highest t)

Source: Author’s computations
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Table 19: Top 10 districts deviating from the mean LOS (in abs. value of β)

Source: Author’s computations

As is visible from the latter table, these districts feature 12-20% different mean
LOS both downwards and upwards. Except for Hradec Králové, Olomouc and Zlín
districts, the districts (or towns they are named after) are not administrative centers of
the regions they are located in. Vyškov has the highest mean LOS (9.17 days compared
to overall LOS of 7.39 days: 20% above average), while Mělník district possesses mean
LOS of 5.82 which is 18.2% lower than the average.
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As far as the DRGs are concerned, the following table lists the top ten “most”
significant predictors (measured in size of absolute value of t) from the regression.
Again, 85% of the DRG groups are statistically significant.
Table 21:predictors
Top ten
Table 20: Top ten most significant

most significant predictors

Source: Author’s computations

The following table presents the ten most effective DRGs arranged in size of β
coefficients.
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Table 22: Top ten most effective predictors in terms of size of β

Source: Author’s computations

However, these results may be questionable, as the frequency of these DRGs is
extremely rare, most of these account for fewer than 50 observations. This finding
fairly contradicts the results of Liu et al. (2001, p.67), whose “most effective
explanatory variable DRG 843 alone explained 13% of the total variation”. The second
variable in his study accounted for 6.3% of variance.
For the sake of completeness, we attach a table with the 25 most frequently
coded DRGs12. Cases classified as one of these codes account for 27.6% of all cases.

12

It differs from the table in subchapter 4.3 due to the deletion of newborns
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Table 23: 25 most frequently coded DRGs, estimates from the extended model

Source: Author’s computations

We can see that the most frequently coded of all - DRG 14631 increases the
LOS by 43.8%, compared to the benchmark variable. The second one, DRG 13091,
decreases the LOS by 61.3% (compared to the benchmark). Seven DRGs are
statistically insignificant at 5% level.
Finally, we ran a regression of 24 of the most frequently coded DRGs on
lnLOS, the 25th serves as a benchmark variable. The 𝑅 2 equals 0.0994. We can see that
mere 25 out of 1000 DRGs (2.5%) available in this data set explain nearly 10% of
variation in LOS, while all DRGs explain nearly 40% of variation in LOS. This stands
in contrast to findings of Liu et al. (2001) whose single most effective explanatory
variable explained 13% of total variation and second one 6.3%.
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Table 24: 25 most frequently coded DRGs regressed on lnLOS

Source: Author’s computations

We can see that only one variable is not significant, i.e. DRG 14632.

5.1.2 Negative binomial regression
Firstly, we ran the regression of pure DRGs on LOS and obtained the
pseudo R2 of 0.0847. Subsequently, other, previously utilized explanatory variables
were added. Pseudo R2 slightly increased to 0.0928 which is a better fit, so we next
present the results from this model. The likelihood-ratio test resulted in T=2300000
and p-value=0.0000 which leads us to strongly reject the hypothesis that α=0. Thus
LOS is overdispersed and we cannot use Poisson regression (originally proposed for
count data). The following table depicts the top ten DRGs with the highest β
parameters.
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Table 25 Top ten DRGs with highest β coefficients

Source: Author’s computations and translations

Unfortunately, first seven of DRGs account for less than ten observations in all
data set, so we have to take these results cautiously. Next table displays again the
25 most frequently coded DRG – their IRRs and p-values.
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Table 26: 25 most frequently coded DRGs

Source: Author’s computations

We can see that the first one – DRG_14631 increases the LOS by 50% against
benchmark, while the second one decreases the LOS by 45% against benchmark etc.
Seven DRGs are not significant at 5% significance level.
Next, we attach a table of results of the additional explanatory variables.
Table 27: Other variables‘ estimates - NB

Source: Author’s computations
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All of the variables are statistically significant, as can be seen from the table.
As for age, one year increase, holding other variables fixed, is associated with 0.64%
increase in LOS. 10 extra years of age prolong the hospitalization by 6.5% (=
1,00645810 − 1). Being a female raises the LOS by 1.3%, given other variables are
fixed. Concerning hospital types, narrowly specialized hospitals feature shorter LOS
of 90.8% the average, large regional of 90.8% and (former) university hospitals feature
the LOS of 96.7% the average, which is the biggest LOS of these three. Both
specialized and university hospitals have the LOS by nearly 10% lower than the
average, while the university have only by 3% lower LOS. However, all of these types
feature lower LOS than is the prevailing type – other (benchmark).
Lastly, we enclose the estimates of districts, arranged in order of size. IRR
values refer to Svitavy district that was chosen as a benchmark.
Table 28: Top ten districts

Source: Author’s computations

As is visible from the p-values and z-statistics, all the variables are statistically
significant even at 1% level. Given other variables are held constant, Vyškov district
features the highest LOS – by 25% larger than Svitavy, Prostějov region by 22% higher
etc.

5.1.3 Zero-truncated negative binomial regression
As noted before, since there are zero values missing in our LOS count variable,
we need to employ zero-truncated negative binomial regression to avoid truncation
bias. However, Stata failed to achieve the convergence when iterating (yet produced
results), so we need to take the following results cautiously.
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The pseudo R2 equals 0.0812 for basic model and 0.0894 for extended model,
which is a slightly worse fit than for NB. The likelihood-ratio test for α=0 yielded χ2 =
2 400 000 and p-value 0.000 which leads us to reject the hypothesis of zero α in favor
of the alternative hypothesis (overdispersion).
Concerning DRGs, when arranged in order of size of IRR, we obtained the
same list of DRGs as in the NB model, but as noted previously, most of them were
coded extremely rarely, so these results are not of great interest to us. However, we
attach a table with 25 most frequently coded DRGs, their IRRs and p-values.
Table 29: 25 most frequently coded DRGs

Source: Author’s computations

As is visible from the table, we can see that IRRs have not changed much
compared to the NB model.
As for age, sex and hospital types:
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Table 30: Other variables‘ estimates – zero-truncated NB

Source: Author’s computations

We can see the similar estimates, though slightly higher than in the preceding
model. Each additional year of age increases the LOS by 0.7%. Being a woman
increases the LOS by 1.5%. Regarding the hospital types, we can see that narrowly
specialized hospitals have the lowest LOS, followed by large regional hospitals and
(former) university hospitals.
As for districts, the following table depicts ten districts with the highest effects
of β estimate on LOS (with highest IRRs).
Table 31: Top ten districts

Source: Author’s computations

We can see that the same districts are represented as in the NB model, only
Hradec Králové and Liberec are swapped. IRRs are very fairly similar, except zerotruncated NB has a slightly higher IRR. Thus, we can say that, holding other variables
fixed, being hospitalized at Vyškov district results in 27% higher LOS, Prostějov in
23% higher LOS etc.
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5.1.4 Comparison of selected DRGs
Here we decided to present the 24 most frequently coded DRGs, because the
DRGs with highest both β coefficients and t-values accounted for only a negligible
fraction of observations. “A” stands for multiple linear regression model, “B” for NB
model and “C” for zero-truncated NB model. Recall that in all models estimates are
related to the following benchmark: DRG 05221 “percutaneous coronary angioplasty,
>=3 coated stents in acute myocardial infarction w/o CC”. In multiple linear regression
framework only one DRG was insignificant, while in the NB and zero-truncated NB
models seven were not found significant. The following table shows the % changes in
LOS, compared to the benchmark variable13.
Table 32: 24 most frequently coded DRGs. comparisons of models

Source: Author’s computations

We can see that DRG 06381 has different signs in various models, but has pvalue > 0.05 in all models, so the estimates do not have much explanatory power. We

13

The effects for models B and C were computed as: (IRR-1)%
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can see that the most frequently coded DRG 631 increases LOS by around 50%,
holding other factors fixed. The second frequently coded 13091 decreases LOS
between 44.8 to 61.3% etc. We can observe the spread between B and C (NB) models
is much smaller than between A and B or A and C.

5.1.5 Decomposing DRG bases and severity subclasses
The data set changes a little bit in this setting. It consists of 331 DRG bases and
1 933 749 observations. We omitted 21 zero-ending DRGs.
We first carry out an analysis of variance (ANOVA) as before, where we
examine whether differences between the means of the groups differ significantly or
not. Null hypothesis states the mean of the groups is the same. We obtained the Fstatistic equal to F(333,1933792)=1896.76 which is even larger than the respective F
in the first model above (where F=833.89). Similarly, we performed ANOVA given
that lnLOS was chosen as a response variable and arrived at F(333,1933792)=2871.61
which again differs massively from the one computed in the first case, i.e. F=1112.4.
Again, we strongly reject the null hypothesis of the constant mean in favor of the
alternative, because these values of F substantially exceed the critical values of Fdistribution (see the note above). Hence, we can conclude that there are statistically
significant differences between at least two groups.
We again perform a multiple regression to obtain the desired figures. Prior to
executing a model with severity subclasses, we first run a model with DRG bases alone.
After correcting for heteroskedasticity, we obtain the R² of 0.3263. Now we add two
dummies: with CCs and with MCCs to see their overall explanatory effect.
“Without CCs” dummy is picked as a benchmark variable. The new R² rose to 0.3534
which is slightly less than 3% increase.
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The following table lists top ten most effective DRG bases, measured in terms
of their estimated parameters’ magnitudes.
Table 33: Top ten most explanatory DRG bases (measured after β magnitude)

Source: Author’s computations

The estimated parameters of the “with CCs” and “with MCCs” are 0.2297 and
0384, respectively. Just the fact that signs are positive and the latter figure is greater
tells us that classifying cases into severity subclasses is plausible and makes in general
sense. T-values of 199.28 and 204.69 make these subclasses statistically significant.
As regards with CCs subclass, we can say in general that if a case is assigned a class
with complications and comorbidities, it raises the mean LOS on average by 22.9%.
Analogously, classifying a case into the major complications and comorbidities
subclass makes the LOS longer on average by 38.4%, compared to cases without CCs.
In a similar fashion as above, we now extend the model by adding other
explanatory variables, namely districts, age, sex, and hospital types. We arrive at the
R² of 0.3857, which is about 5% more than the basic model with bases only. On top of
that we added MDC variables which resulted in just a moderate increase of R² to
0.3863. The following table depicts the results of the extra variables.
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Table 34: Selected variables‘ estimation results

Source: Author’s computations

As we can see, each additional year of age raises the LOS by 0.6% which is
slightly more than in the first model above. Reversely, being a woman makes
a hospitalization longer by 2.2% which is about the same as above. Strangely enough,
the sign at hospital types differs at “Regional” type. Falling into narrowly specialized
hospital reduces the LOS by 6.5% (compared to 8.7% in the first model.) The
university hospitals lowers the LOS by 5.34%, while large regional hospitals lengthen
the LOS by 3.5% in this case, unlike in the above model where it reduced it by 9%.
Concerning districts in the model with DRG bases, only 9 of 73 districts
produced insignificant results. The following table lists ten regions with the highest
magnitude of β.
Table 35: Top ten most effective districts

Source: Author’s computations
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We can see that Vyškov district possesses the highest parameter estimate and,
holding other factors fixed, raises the mean LOS by 21.8%. Conversely, Mělník district
decreases the mean LOS by 17.6%, these two are the same districts as the top two in
the previously described model.
As for the severity subclasses, their magnitudes quite declined compared to the
model containing mere DRG bases – cases classified into CCs are characterized by
17.32% longer mean LOS than those without CCs, codes standing for cases with MCCs
indicate the mean LOS is by 32.35% longer for them.
In the next part of this subchapter, we examine whether the established practice
in coding into three severity subclasses followed a meaningful pattern in 2011.
We assign each subclass with a character as follows: without CCs (I), with CCs
(II), with MCCs (III). We subtract the β parameter estimates of each representing
subclass, one from another (within same subclass) and see if the differences feature an
expected sign. Thus, we subtract II-III, III-II and III-I. We plot the differences into
simple graphs and observe if any possess a negative sign. If cases are coded reasonably,
the differences should be positive, i.e. more severe cases should have higher β,
representing higher LOS on average.
For the purposes of this analysis, we eliminated 21 of these individual classes
(representing 14 384 observations) In some bases, there were not all the three
subclasses represented, so we omitted these as well in order to maintain meaningful
calculations (subtracting the three estimates within one base). We were left with 306
unique triplets (out of 333 existing).
Prior to subtraction, we averaged LOS conditional on severity subclasses and
entered the estimated coefficients from the model with bases and other variables
explaining lnLOS, to the following table.
Table 36: Mean LOS with respect to CCs

Source: Author’s computations
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As is apparent from the table, both the mean LOS and parameter estimates (pvalues=0) increase with severity and thus support the rational manner in which the
coding is created. Hence, we can conclude that in general, the used refinement works.
Next, we plot the differences II. – I. into a simple graph.
Figure 10: with CCs - without CCs
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On the X axis, there are the individual bases plotted, on the Y axis there are
the differences between the β estimates. 29 out of 306 (9%) subtractions yielded
negative results, i.e. counterintuitive, since people with CCs should stay in hospital on
average longer than those without. The standard deviation is 0.1807. The following
graph pictures the III.-II. difference.
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Figure 11 with MCCs – with CCs
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We can trace there is a slightly bigger variance in differences, of which 53 is
negative, i.e. 17% of 306 explored bases, the standard deviation is 0.1754. We can say
that using MCCs coding works worse relative to using just CCs, because more of the
LOS increments exhibit negative values.
Finally, we display the differences III.-I. in the following graph.
Figure 12: with MCCs – without CCs
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We can see that there are still some negative values despite the fact that we
subtracted the third from the first level of severity. Simply put, some DRGs’ LOS
means are smaller when coded into “with major complications” subclass than those
coded as “without complications” subclass. Namely, 24 of 306 bases (7.8%)
malfunction like this, which is rather astounding. Standard deviation= 0.2472.
To summarize, based on the preceding findings we can say that refining the
DRG system into three severity classes is in this implementation case reasonable,
though the occurrence of meaningless coding practices is not negligible. The focus
should be given to malfunctioning DRG bases, or more precisely, to those who code
them wrong.

5.1.6 MDC
Here, we test to what extent MDCs themselves explain variance in lnLOS.
We first performed the ANOVA and obtained F(27,1813188)=7857.16 and pvalue=0.0000. Thus, we can soundly reject the null hypothesis and conclude that
differences between means are different.
Then, we performed the first regression. After correcting for heteroskedasticity,
we obtained the R-squared equal to 0.0904. We can see our result is the lowest among
the other classification systems presented in Averill et al. (1998) and does not reach
0.11 as hypothesized, though it is not dramatically deviating.
Next, we provide a list of all the MDCs present in the IR-DRG system, their
names, estimated parameters and t-values. We can see that all of them are statistacally
significant.
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Table 37: IR-DRG Major Diagnostic Categories and their results

Source: Kožený et al. (2010), author’s translation

Interestingly enough, extending the model by adding other explanatory
variables raises the R² to 0.1717, which is a considerable jump of 8%.
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5.1.7 Trimming
Now we move on to further trim our LOS data. The standard deviation of
lnLOS equaled 0.778, tripling that gives 2.334. Having applied that as a trimming
point, we lose 331 943 observations which cut down the data set by 18%.
Firstly, we let the mere DRG groups explain the lnLOS and arrived at R² of
0.297. Using just MDCs it yields 0.0503. This is a quite an interesting finding, since
Averill et al. (1998) point that generally the trimmed models are characterized by
higher R². Adding the other aforementioned explanatory variables yielded in R² equal
to 0.3235 which is again only a slight increase. For MDC level it produced R² of
0.1021.
We also tried to trim the untransformed LOS data based on the three times the
standard deviation threshold, in this case equal to 24.09. Thus, we removed extra
59 152 observations which is a considerably lower number than when applying the
previous rule. This stands in contrast with the previously mentioned statement of
Kulinskaya et al. (2005, p.380) that “log (LOS) based trimming is more efficient than
raw LOS based trimming” and our hypothesis. Not only that we deleted more than five
times fewer observations (under raw LOS trimming), but also obtained higher
reductions of variance as follows - we ran the basic regression of DRGs on lnLOS and
acquired the R² of 0.3481 and 0.3786 for the extended model. We can see that R² rose
somewhat, but still it is smaller than the untrimmed model by more than 3%. For pure
MDC it is 0.0682, for the extended version it is 0.15.
Next we attempted to use 1.5 time interquartile range rule on untransformed
LOS, first. Thus, we have determined the high trim point: 18 days 14. We excluded the
excessive observations (111 654) and ran again the basic regression of DRG on lnLOS.
(Low trim point was negative, so out of question). We obtained the R² of 0.3382 which
is again by more than 3% lower than in the untrimmed model. Suffice to say that the
R² for the extended model equaled 0.3682 which is again less than 0.3991 computed
in the first model. For MDC it is 0.0624 for basic model and 0.1391 for extended
model.

14

High trim point: 1.5∙(9-3)+9=18, low trim point negative, thus meaningless
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We also applied 1.5 time interquartile range trim rule on already logarithmized
LOS, and determined the high trim point of 3.84515. Thus, we deleted 11 618
observations. We ran the regression of pure DRGs on lnLOS and obtained the R² of
0.3622 which is only barely, but still smaller than 0.3703 that was in the untrimmed
model. When running the regression with other explanatory variables, we obtained the
R² of 0.3921 which differs really subtly from the R² of 0.3921 of the untrimmed model.
To summarize, we tried to eliminate outliers three different ways. All the
trimmed models, both basic (lnLOS on DRG) and extended (lnLOS on DRG+other
predictors) yielded similar results in that they all featured lower coefficient of
determination (R²) compared to the untrimmed models. Concerning MDC, after
trimming the original values of 0.0904 and 0.1717 of untrimmed models were not
surpassed. Remarkably, the spread between the basic and extended model’s R² with
MDCs was larger than with refined DRGs (CC): above 7 versus 3, approximately.
Overall, these findings stand in contrast to the previously mentioned statement that
trimmed models generally possess higher R². We thus stick to the results of the
previous, untrimmed models.

5.2 Overview of other explanatory variables effects
In this chapter we provide an overview of the additional explanatory variables’
results and discuss them in more detail. Namely, we focus on regions and districts,
severity subclasses, hospital types and age and sex. We compare the results produced
by our three methods. Unless otherwise stated, the estimates were taken from the
multiple linear regression model with DRGs and other variables.

5.2.1 Regions & Districts
In this subchapter we examine the effects of regions and their capitals on LOS
and further touch on districts: look at their upper and lower part and provide their mean
lengths of stay.

15

High trim point: 1.5∙(2.197-1.099)+2.197=3.845, low trim point negative, thus meaningless
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There are 14 regions (“kraje”) and 76 districts (“okresy”) in the CR. We have
74 districts represented in our data set. We created a dummy variable representing each
region and substituted the individual district dummies for 13 region dummies.
First of all, we ran the ANOVA test to detect whether there are significant
differences between the LOS means of regions in the CR. Null hypothesis says that
the means equal, whereas the alternative says at least one differs. We arrived at
F(13, 1813188) = 634.84 and p-value = 0.0000 which clearly suggests rejecting the
null hypothesis in favor of the alternative.
Likewise, we performed the ANOVA to determine, whether there are
significant differences in the means of LOS between districts. Resulting F(73,
1813188) = 230.3 clearly leads to null hypothesis rejection, concluding that (at least
some of) the means between districts are statistically significant.
We chose the Zlín region as a benchmark variable and ran the similar regression
analysis as above – lnLOS on DRGs, disticts, age, sex and hospital types. The R²
remains roughly the same: 0.3950. The following table displays the mean lengths of
stay and regression coefficient estimates for each region, ordered in size of β.
Table 38: Regional mean LOS and parameter estimates

Source: Author’s computations

We can see that all p-values except for one are smaller than 0.05, so we can say
that all regions explain lnLOS statistically significantly. Only Vysočina region does
not. Regions are arranged in descending order of size of β magnitude. So, last three
regions in the lower part decrease, holding other factors fixed, the mean LOS the most.
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Conversely, South Moravian Region increases the mean LOS by 6.2% in general and
Hradec Králové raises the mean LOS by 5.5% and has the highest mean LOS equal to
8.44 days, followed by South Moravian’s mean LOS. Prague possesses the mean LOS
smaller than Zlín’s by 5.4%. We can see that nine out of fourteen regions have on
average smaller LOS than Zlín Region (of which Vysočina region is insignificant).
Just for the sake of information, though both models had by nature different
benchmark variable, we enclose here a table of regional capital cities on a district level.
Each line represents just one of 76 Czech districts, not the whole region. It is taken
from the previously described extended untrimmed model specified within multiple
linear framework. The benchmark variable was there the “Svitavy” district. Again,
arranged in descending order conditional on β size. The rank numbers mark the
succession of districts in whole country; one refers to the region with the highest
β parameter estimate, 73 marks the region with the smallest β, all compared against the
benchmark – “Svitavy” district.
Table 39: Czech Regional Capitals‘ features

Source: Author’s computations

We can see that two of the regional capitals – Ústí nad Labem and Jihlava do
not explain LOS significantly, since their p-value is greater than 0.05. Hradec Králové
district features the highest mean LOS and naturally increases the mean LOS the most
– by 17.8%, holding other factors fixed. Zlín ranks the second place. Of the significant
predictors, Prague has the smallest effect on LOS, it has a mean LOS higher than
Svitavy benchmark by 3.2%.
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Next, we attach two tables with the ten highest and ten lowest β parameter
estimates of districts. Tables display their ranking depending on size of β. Again,
related to Svitavy district.
Table 40: Top ten districts with highest β

Source: Author’s computations

Table 41: Ten districts with lowest β

Author’s computations

As can be seen from zero p-values, all these districts explain the LOS with
statistical significance. Vyškov district features the highest LOS; it increases the LOS
by 20.93%, holding other factors constant. Prostějov district follows with 18.21%
higher LOS and Hradec Králové district ranks the third with 17.84% higher LOS and
the highest mean LOS (in these two tables). At the other end of the spectrum, Mělník
district reduces the LOS by 18.25%, Děčín district by 17.29% and Mladá Boleslav by
17.21%.
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Last, but not least, we add the overview of all districts’ mean LOS in days and
the percentage difference against the national mean which is 7.3965 days16.
Table 42: Overview of all districts‘ LOS

Source: Author’s computations

16

Computed as (district’s mean/national mean)-1
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Table 43: Overview of all districts‘ LOS continued

Source: Author’s computations

As is visible, eight (out of 14) regional capitals are located in the first top fifteen
districts. This may well support a hypothesis that large regional hospitals (or capital
cities in general) are prone to concentrating health care, i.e. more serious and complex
cases demanding more intensive resources are located there. Remarkably, the deviation
from the mean LOS in both ends of the table is quite considerable, each extreme
deviates from the mean LOS roughly by 25%. LOS in the first districts almost doubles
the figures at the other end.

5.2.2 Hospital Types
In this section we compare the estimates for hospital types obtained from four
models we used in this thesis, we also try to answer our last hypothesis.
At our data set, we had four types of hospitals entered. Sizeable portion is made
up by “others”: 57.33% of observations. “University or former university” hospital
type takes up 25.36%, “large regional” hospital type encompasses 14.09% of
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observations. Only insignificant 0.11% of cases remained unclassified. We performed
the ANOVA analysis to find whether the differences in mean LOS between the hospital
types are significant. We acquired the F(4,1948128)=1212.43 and p-value=0, so we
strongly reject the null hypothesis in favor of the alternative and conclude that the
differences in LOS are different. Indeed, we can see this in the respective mean lengths
of stay. Specialized had the mean LOS equal to 7.31, university 8.04, large regional
7.39, others 7.13.
In this work we tried to determine the magnitudes and signs of hospital types
we had at our disposal. The following table shows the results of our four models in a
more interpretative manner. It expresses the percentage changes in LOS in the presence
of given hospital type17. “Other” hospital type was chosen as a benchmark variable in
all the models. Model A denotes the multiple linear regression model specification of
lnLOS on DRG + other variables, model B denotes the model specification of lnLOS
on individual DRG bases + other variables. Model C represents the NB regression and
D zero-truncated NB regression.
Table 44: Models comparison (hospital types)

Source: Author’s computation

As is obvious, both magnitudes and even signs of various hospital types differ.
Most convincingly looks the (former) university type in that it decreases LOS in all
models the least. Based on these results we can conclude the LOS is on average higher
for university hospitals than for narrowly specialized and large regional hospitals.
Concerning the other two types, the results are not so unequivocal. Strangely enough,
the estimate in the model with DRG bases only (B) had positive sign, unlike the
remaining three models. These are characterized by very similar estimates of
specialized and regional types: around 9% lower LOS, holding other variables fixed.
All three types in models A, C, D portray shorter LOS compared to other types. This
refutes our hypothesis stating that these types of hospitals possess a higher β estimate

17

In NB and zero-truncated NB models the LOS % change was computed as IRR – 1
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than the “other” hospitals. Thus we can conclude that concentration of care does not
occur, quite the other way around.

5.2.3 Age & Gender
Similarly, here we compare the estimates for age and sex from four models we
used in this thesis.
Regarding sex and age, the following table again represents results all our four
major models, labeled the same as in the previous table.18
Table 45: Models comparison (age & sex)

Source: Author’s computation

Recall that in all the models these estimates were significant even on 1%
significance level. We can see that for age, each additional year contributes to the LOS
rise by over 0.6%. For sex, linear regression produced estimates close to 2.2%, while
NB models yielded more moderate results: 1.4% and 1.5% larger LOS for women,
holding other factors fixed.

18

In NB and zero-truncated NB models the age and sex % change was computed as IRR – 1
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6 Conclusion
The aim of this thesis was to measure the performance of the DRG casemix
classification system used for reimbursing the inpatient care in the Czech Republic for
the year of 2011. In recent decades, DRG classification systems have experienced a
turbulent development and numerous applications on a global scale.
All analyses were performed using a large individual-level data set covering all
hospitalizations for 2011, namely, we used DRGs on various levels of complexity,
length of stay (LOS), district of hospital facility, age, gender and hospital types. Data
sets covering hospitalizations in all nation are not usually analyzed in literature.
As literature suggests, DRG classification systems are usually measured via
coefficient of reduction (R²) that indicates the proportion of variance of outcome
variable (costs or LOS) explained by variance of DRGs. We studied how much DRGs
(on various complexity levels) explain LOS and how much DRGs combined with other
variables explain LOS. This was done using multiple linear regression framework. To
study the effect of other variables on LOS, we employed other methods suggested by
literature, i.e. negative binomial and zero-truncated binomial models and compared the
results.
We hypothesized that mere DRGs explain the variance in LOS by 30-60%. We
found that mere DRGs (on the most refined – CC level) are able to explain 37.05% of
variance in LOS, which is more than results of Liu et al. (2001) who was able to explain
only 30% and better than four of five DRG systems presented by Averill et al. (1998).
On the middle level of complexity (DRG bases), we were able to explain 32.63% of
variance in LOS. We also found significant differences between the group means. On
the least complex level (MDC), we were able to explain 9.04% of variance, which is
slightly less than hypothesized (and shown in Averill et al. (1998)). We also found the
differences between MDCs vary significantly.
After adding districts, sex, age and hospital type to the most refined (CC) level,
we were able to explain 39.91% of variance (Liu et al. (2001) explained 37.6% after
adding other variables). To summarize, we found our DRG classification performed
decently on the most refined level, but not so well on the least complex (MDC) level.
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Still, 60% of variance remains unwarranted. We also found statistically significant
differences between group means at all levels of complexity – there is a possibility of
improving the system by smoothing the heterogeneity within the groups (possibly by
optimizing the DRGs).
We also tried to implement two trimming methods suggested by literature,
however all the models yielded lower R² than untrimmed data which contrasts with
Averill et al. (1998) and refutes our hypothesis that trimmed data sets exhibit higher
R². In addition, we found that log (LOS) based trimming is not more efficient than raw
LOS based trimming, contrary to Kulinskaya et al. (2005). Thus, we refuted our
hypothesis.
Further, we analyzed the effects of severity subclasses and found that they work
in general reasonably (higher CCs possess higher LOS) which was found not only in
terms of mean LOS for each severity subclass, but in magnitudes of estimated
parameters as well. However, in some individual cases, the analysis of CCs did not
yield intuitive results (higher CCs have shorter LOS), which was shown in the graphs.
In general we confirmed our hypothesis.
As expected, we found that each additional year of age increases the LOS by
around 0.6% and women are on average longer hospitalized than men by nearly 2%.
As for hospital types, we found that parameter estimate of large regional
hospitals, (former) university hospitals and narrowly specialized hospitals is smaller
than parameter estimate of “other” hospital types, which was somewhat contrary to our
expectations. Thus, we have to conclude that these types of hospitals, when other
factors held fixed, decrease the mean LOS which refutes our hypothesis.
We also compared districts and found quite a big variation too. The difference
against mean LOS was 25% on both ends. When the effects of regions were analyzed,
Prague had the 9th lowest effect on LOS among regions.
We found that DRG classification system that was used in 2011 performed
decently, but still there is much space for further cultivation and optimization,
presumably by studying the characteristics of individual groups, possibly merge or split
them. For better prediction of LOS, other socioeconomic factors would be crucial.
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